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Lineamenti del sistema
contrattuale nel diritto dei papiri

Persone e famiglia nel diritto dei
papiri

Vincenzo Arangio-Ruiz

Vincenzo Arangio-Ruiz

Oliviero Diliberto, Orazio Licandro (Edd.)

Oliviero Diliberto, Orazio Licandro (Edd.)

8/2022

8/2022
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Fra Oriente e Occidente, 10

ISSN 2612-3673
ISBN 9788891326188
Languages: Italian

ISSN 2612-3673
ISBN 9788891326171
Languages: Italian

Paperback, 15 x 21 cm, p. 148
70,00 €

Paperback, 15 x 21 cm, p. 116
70,00 €

E-ISBN 9788891326218
PDF 70,00 €

E-ISBN 9788891326195
PDF 70,00 €
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Provincia Pinnensis
Il Medioevo Francescano in
Abruzzo.

Architettura - Arti figurative - Musica
Francesco Aceto,
Cristiana Pasqualetti, Francesco Zimei
The role played by Penne within the Franciscan
Province of Abruzzo, which took its name from
the capital of the Vestini, lacked a precise picture.
This volume is focused on the architecture, figurative arts and music that flourished in the Provincia
Pinnensis during the Middle Ages. Each author,
in the common awareness of the symbiotic bond
existing between the architectural container and
the figurative apparatus, conceived and set up as a
seductive stage of variegated performative actions
in which the religious sensitivity and beliefs of the
medieval man were concretised daily. Francesco
Aceto draws up an initial critical assessment of the
various and complex territorial and urban planning
problems connected with Franciscan architecture,
re-discussing consolidated cultural hierarchies on
the basis of an exegesis more adherent to Franciscan legislation. Cristiana Pasqualetti, through
the ideal re-composition of the lost figurative contexts, conducts her research by following the trace
of every minimal surviving material, exposing the
ideological-religious background of the communicative strategies put in place by the Order and by
lay patronage. Francesco Zimei, conducting deep
research in European and overseas archives and
libraries, but also drawing on the treasures of information hidden in the figurative arts, has outlined
a history full of unprecedented perspectives in regard to a particular poetic-musical genre rooted in
the deepest layers of popular culture, the Lauda,
made tangible here by the enclosed recording of
a hitherto unpublished repertoire, shedding new
light on the territory’s traditions.
7/2022
Storia e civiltà di Penne, 5
ISBN 9788891326089
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 21,5 x 28 cm, p. 308
220,00 €
DOI 10.48255/9788891326126
E-ISBN 9788891326089
PDF 220,00 €
Medieval Studies, Arts and History of Art,
Religious Studies
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Crossing the Water

The Venice Lagoon from Antiquity
throughout the centuries
Maddalena Bassani,
Giuseppe D’Acunto,
Fantina Madricardo (Eds.)
The volume presents an overall view of the Venice Lagoon (Italy) focusing on the archaeological area of the Treporti-San Felice Channel and
the ancient city of Altinum. Starting from the
archaeological traces submerged detected in
the analysis and re-elaboration of data through
new methods and technologies, the book represents an opportunity to consider various aspects. The volume discusses geo-environmental transformations throughout the centuries,
ancient settlements and road systems, and the
connections between ancient and contemporary
times through architectonic projects and virtual
reconstructions. The book also offers some considerations about relevant Greek and Latin texts
and the Classical Tradition, promoting a ‘kaleidoscopic’ vision and understanding of the origin
of Venice and of the possible scenarios for the
city in the near and distant future.
7/2022
Venetia/Venezia, 10
ISSN 2612-3703
ISBN 9788891323064
Languages: English

Leggere un edificio storico

La Dépendance nella Villa dei Sette
Bassi a Roma
Carla Maria Amici, Alessandra Ten
The archaeological area of the Villa dei Sette
Bassi in Rome hosts, at the southern end, a
building nucleus known as Dépendence. It is
actually an Imperial Age thermal structure that
current underground conditions have rendered
isolated and apparently detached from the main
complex. The careful and in-depth study of the
residual structures and a careful analysis of the
building and construction techniques that characterise them, conducted in parallel with a capillary survey activity, allowed for the identification
of the project underlying the complex and its
architecture, clearly revealing a sequence of interventions resolved on site through particular
solutions that, over the centuries, have progressively changed the morphology and functionality of the organism, from an original sepulchral
complex to a thermal structure, then ultimately
transformed into an ecclesiastical building.
The architectural context preserved today is
therefore configured as an articulated and diachronic palimpsest of a series of interventions,
useful for the study of ancient architecture both
because of the constructive solutions adopted
and because of the planning and recovery capacities of the structures and decorative systems
when adapted to new functions.
7/2022
Bibliotheca Archaeologica, 73

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 218
170,00 €
DOI 10.48255/261237039788891323118

ISSN 2240-8347
ISBN 9788891325914
Languages: Italian

E-ISBN 9788891323118
PDF 170,00 €

Paperback, 21,5 x 28 cm, p. 200
150,00 €
DOI 10.48255/9788891325976

Archaeology

Carcer Tullianum

Il Mamertino al Foro Romano
Alfonsina Russo, Patrizia Fortini (Eds.)
Closely adjoining the north-east slopes of the Capitoline Hill, below the seventeenth-century church
of San Giuseppe dei Falegnami with an adjoining
Oratory, the structures of the Carcer-Tullianum (the
“Mamertine Prison” of common memory) are preserved, one of the most relevant monumental complexes of the Republican Age in the Roman Forum
(area of the Comitium) and most dear to the Christian faith as it is linked to the figure of Saint Peter.
Connected to the substructural/defensive system
of the Capitol since the Archaic Age (the so-called
“Servan Walls”), the Carcer-Tullianum, according to
classical sources, served as a place of confinement
for the enemies of Rome condemned to death and
was composed of two distinct nuclei, the Carcer
and the Tullianum (hypogeum environment). The
Carcer includes the trapezoidal shaped room and
adjacent spaces from the Republican Age (late 4th2nd century BC). The complex was monumentalized
in the 1st century AD by Senatorial decree, as stated
in the dedicatory inscription crowning the travertine façade that opens towards the Roman Forum,
built on the occasion of the decree. As a whole, the
Carcer presents as a system of stone structures in
opus quadratum (Roman squared blocks masonry),
articulated at various heights, situated close to the
slopes of the Capitoline Arx facing the Valley of the
Roman Forum. The complex created a strong masonry façade, forming the background of the Roman Forum and in close relationship with the buildings where the political, judicial and juridical life of
Rome took place: the Curia, the Comitium and the
courts. Tullianum is the name of the underground
environment (hypogeum), built in blocks of peperino volcanic tuff (4th century BC, with a probable late
5th century BC phase) [...].
06/2022

E-ISBN 9788891325976
PDF 150,00 €
Archaeology

Bibliotheca Archaeologica, 74
ISSN 2240-8347
ISBN 9788891322401
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 21,5 x 28 cm, p. 240
260,00 €
DOI 10.48255/9788891322432
E-ISBN 9788891322432
PDF 260,00 €
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Iulius Paulus

Restauro, Architettura e Città

Libri singulares I

Per il Cinquantenario della Scuola di
specializzazione in Beni architettonici e
del Paesaggio dell’Ateneo federiciano

Giovanni Cossa
The corpus of Paulus’ Libri Singulares occupies
a very special position within the jurist’s production. They may be united by their specific layout
in a single volume although their content is quite
varied, spanning all areas of public, private and
procedural law, albeit generally monographic
in nature. It is precisely that format, in addition
to the surprisingly large number of titles handed down to us, that fuels suspicions about the
real Pauline authorship of many of them. The
problems of authorship of the books and the
materials included in them therefore represent a
further field of investigation for the contemporary scholar.
The first volume analyses, through the exegetical sifting of the relevant fragments, 13 writings
selected on the basis of thematic criteria: those
pertaining to judicial mechanisms (from the civil to the criminal sphere, and from the formular
trials and ‘per quaestiones’ to the ‘cognitio extra ordinem’), those on substantive criminal law
(and in particular on the punishments for various
crimes), and finally, straddling the line between
judiciary functions and public law, those on commentary and instruction for various imperial officials (with the inclusion of works on the management of the ‘tutelae’.
06/2022
Scriptores Iuris Romani, 17
ISSN 2612-503X
ISBN 9788891326454
Languages: Italian, Latin
Cloth Hardback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 442
250,00 €

Raffaele Amore, Luigi Veronese,
Mariarosaria Villani (Ed.)
The volume celebrates the first fifty years of the
School of Specialization in Architectural Heritage
and Landscape of the Federico II University of
Naples through a series of essays that trace its
history, evolution, protagonists and activities.
Founded in 1969, by initiative of Roberto Pane,
with the name of Advanced School of Restoration
of Monuments, then, since 1973, of School of
Specialization in Architectural Heritage and Landscape, the institution has assumed a crucial role
as an ante litteram interdisciplinary community,
approaching the study of architectural heritage
with a multifaceted view, aware of the complexity
of the approach required by the conservation of
architectural heritage. The School aims to train
highly professional specialists in the field of Restoration, in the specific sectors of the protection,
conservation, management and enhancement of
architectural and landscape cultural heritage, as
well as in the cataloguing, maintenance, recovery
and economic evaluations of interventions. Since
its inception, the didactic and cultural activity of
the School has been characterised by the close
relationship between theory and operability, by
attention to static-structural aspects, to economic-evaluative ones on a territorial scale, strongly
maintaining the relationship between urban planning and intervention on the single building, as
well as an international debate on the themes of
Heritage protection, restoration and enhancement..[...]
06/2022
HerMes, 1
ISBN 9788891322562
Languages: Italian

E-ISBN 9788891326461
PDF 250,00 €

Paperback, 21 x 26 cm, p. 376
180,00 €

Roman Law, Latin philology, Classical Studies

E-ISBN 9788891322586
PDF 180,00 €
Cultural Heritage Conservation & Management,
Architecture

scan me
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Nautica Antica

Itinerari nel mondo della navigazione,
tra storia, archeologia ed etnografia
Stefano Medas
Compared with current ones, the navigation
techniques and practices of the ancients are relatively simple, based on essential but extremely
effective principles, as evidenced by their long
persistence over time. Little theory and a lot of
practice, few tools and a lot of experience; the
extraordinary ability to relate to the environment
and the natural elements has developed that
“marine sense” that has always been a peculiarity of the people of the sea until the twilight of
sail navigation, that is, until the first half of last
century. Thus we can find different principles of
the ancient art of navigation in recent traditional
seafaring, or in work and fishing navigation, within a popular context that has mostly preserved
“archaic” characteristics. It is the same as regards the feelings of the sailors and their beliefs
regarding boats and the sea. Nautical Ethnography, therefore, represents an important tool for
comparative study, helping us understand methods of navigation that only our perspective as
modern technological people leads us to see as
rudimentary. Methods of navigation that, on the
other hand, have their own special refinement,
perfectly suited to every need, developed in
order to allow regular movement from one end
of the Mediterranean to the other, and even to
tackle ocean voyages.
06/2022
Studia Archaeologica, 254
ISSN 0081-6299
ISBN 9788891326409
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 204
150,00 €
DOI 10.48255/9788891326447.Medas
E-ISBN 9788891326447
PDF 150,00 €
History
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Libia-Italia

Un’archeologia condivisa
Luisa Musso,
Mustafa Abdullah Turjman (Eds.)
The numerous archaeological campaigns that
took place in the 1920s and 30s led to important discoveries throughout the Libyan territory.
Ancient cities such as Cyrene, Apollonia, Ptolemais, Tukrah, Leptis Magna and Sabratha were
unearthed, becoming world reference points
for the History of Archaeological Studies. In the
following decades, discoveries dating back to
different periods were added, from prehistoric
to medieval times, which led to the need to set
up museums and laboratories, as well as offices dedicated to the management of this huge
archaeological heritage, which requires specific
technical skills and scientific expertise. In order
to face this challenge, the Department of Antiquities has always given priority to cooperation
with competent international institutions and
with the archaeological missions operating in
Libya, in particular the Italian ones. This exhibition highlights the archaeological activity of the
Italo-Libyan missions and shows the depth of
cultural relations and the strength of the bonds
of friendship between the two parties. This event
also intends to be an opportunity for outlining
future objectives such as technological training
applied to archaeology, museum management,
and the creation of digital databases for the conservation, study and contrast of the illicit trade of
cultural assets. The event also aims at identifying
specific materials and equipment for restoration,
and consultancy in the field of archaeological
publications.

Studi sui Commentarii
‘istituzionali’ di Gaio. I

Formazione e natura del testo
Giuseppe Falcone
This volume opens a new section of the Scriptores Iuris Romani, the Subsidia, dedicated to
the monographic study of themes and figures of
Roman legal thought: these essays, however, are
not accompanied - as in the main series - by the
commented edition of the works in turn being
examined.
These volumes, no less than the others, reflect
the meaning and commitment of the work - both
individual and common - carried out over the
course of our research.
05/2022
Scriptores Iuris Romani. Subsidia, 1
ISSN2612-503X
ISBN 9788891326102
Languages: Italian, Latin
Cloth Hardback, 18 x 24 cm, p. 198
120,00 €

E-ISBN 9788891326164
PDF 120,00 €
Roman Law, Latin philology, Classical Studies

05/2022

Statuto del corpo e annuncio di
salvezza

Dalla Grecia di età classica alla Palestina
nel momento di Gesù
Giorgio Camassa
A few words regarding the time periods within
which this research takes place. We start from
the moment when - in Greece at the end of
the 5th century BC - the salvation of the polis,
the protection of what allows the city through
its components to literally exist in the world,
becomes the central question. The end of our
journey is represented by the answers that the
great Neoplatonic philosophers have provided
to the great problem of salvation, even those in
controversy with Christianity (in its various forms).
Soteria and Soma are two cornerstones of the reflection of those who most acutely felt the crisis
of the ancient world, of its secular culture. The
work is divided into two volumes: the first covers
up to the beginning of our era; the second deals
with multiple intellectual landscapes and, ultimately, arrives at the period marked by the great
personalities of Plotinus and Porphyry.
05/2022
Problemi e Ricerche di Storia Antica, 36
ISSN 2283-1789
ISBN 9788891326027
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 14 x 21,5 cm, p. 264
170,00 €
DOI 10.48255/22831789.9678891326058

ISBN 9788891326133
Languages: Italian, Arabic

E-ISBN 9788891326058
PDF 170,00 €

Paperback, 20 x 24 cm, p. 466
280,00 €

Religious Studies

E-ISBN 9788891326157
PDF 280,00 €
Archaeology
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Sopravvivere al Principe

La forza del vero

Marco Presutti, Francesco Bono (Eds.)

Beatrice Avanzi, Daniela Ferrari,
Stefano Sbarbaro (Eds.)

Ovidio e Livio tra integrazione e
contestazione

The volume is conceived as a tribute to the
conclusion of the bi-millennium of the death
of Livy and Ovid. It explores the relationship of
these extraordinary authors with the Augustan
power, investigating through a multidisciplinary
approach the different and complex dynamics
of adhesion, conformism, distance, dissent, opposition that are now explicit, now evoked in
their texts and in their personal life-events. The
openness to the diachronic dimension, which
characterizes the contributions, makes it possible to verify the echo of this perspective in the
lasting fortune of the works of Ovid and Livy up
to the present day. The contributions, originally
proposed at the conference of the same name
held in Pescara on 16 and 17 October 2018, have
been revised and reworked by their authors.
05/2022
Problemi e Ricerche di Storia Antica, 34
ISSN 2283-1789
ISBN 9788891320162
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 14 x 21,5 cm, p. 304
220,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891320193
PDF 220,00 €
Classical Studies, Ancient History

I pittori moderni della realtà

The experience of the Modern Painters of Reality, which began after the end of the Second
World War, is a short adventure during which
the fates of four painters intertwine. They are
Gregorio Sciltian, Pietro Annigoni and the brothers Xavier and Antonio Bueno, signatories of a
manifesto which lashes out against the results of
modernism and the “blunders” of the École de
Paris, and defends the great pictorial tradition by
referring to 17th century art, from Caravaggio to
Spanish and Flemish painting. They are joined by
Giovanni Acci, Alfredo Serri and Carlo Guarienti.
The Painting of Reality is the common ideological and aesthetic horizon towards which each of
them will manifest original creative paths. Their
cultured and refined painting is enriched by the
mastery of ancient artistic techniques, in line with
the “return to craftsmanship” advocated by de
Chirico, a constant reference in their careers. In
their five collective exhibitions, the artists receive
appreciation from the public and from collectors,
but a large part of the critics views their art as
anachronistic, neglecting the fact that, in their
act of faith towards reality, a reaffirmation of moral values can be found.
The exhibition and the catalogue investigate the
reasons for this short partnership by presenting
the pictorial beginnings of the artists and considering the paths that each one will undertake,
starting from the 1950s. The complexity of their
individual careers authorises us to reconsider the
story of the Modern Painters of Reality as a significant experience in the history of 20th century
Italian art.
05/2022

Il mercato dell’arte e le case
d’asta: valutazione diagnosticoanalitica e economico-finanziaria
L’autentico, il falso, il riprodotto, nel
settore di beni culturali
Salvatore Lorusso, Andrea Natali,
Chiara Matteucci
The importance and topicality of the subject
dealt with in this volume led us to re-propose, after the first edition, a new edition presenting an
updated version of the national and international
art market and auction houses situation.
In particular, the structure of the various aspects
described was considered valid, through the
consideration of cultural assets from an economic-commercial-financial point of view, and on
the basis of the evaluation of the work of art as
a mercantile-market object, with reference to its
attribution and authentication. Thus, in this regard, technical-analytical and regulatory aspects
follow. It was considered equally important,
compared to the previous edition, to extend the
bibliography with more recent references, and,
as a conclusion to the volume, to review the descriptive framework relating to individual auction
houses within the international scene.
05/2022
ISBN 9788891325204
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 212
155,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891325211
PDF 155,00 €

Cataloghi Mostre, 72

Cultural Heritage Conservation & Management

ISBN 9788891326041
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 21,5 x 28 cm, p. 252
185,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891326072
PDF 185,00 €
Arts and History of Art
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Florentinus

Frine di Tespie

Iulius Paulus

Lauretta Maganzani

Luigi Todisco

Under the name of Florentinus, forty-one fragments taken from a twelve volume Institutiones
work appear in Justinian’s Digesta. The only certainty about the dating of A. is the terminus post
quem at 161 AD, the date of Antoninus Pius’s
death, which can be obtained from the citation of
a constitution by this Emperor mentioned in one
of the fragments of the sixth book (D. 41.1.16, L.
Flor. 9) referring to him with the title of ‘divus’.
However, a series of clues obtainable from single
fragments, as well as a number of ethical-philosophical contents of the manual close to those of
Stoic philosophy and widespread among Severan jurists (e.g. the idea of natural equality among
all men), tend towards an attribution to the Severan Age. The breadth of the work, the complexity of some of the issues dealt with, the originality
of many of the solutions found, the technicality
of the language, as well as the conceptual depth
of the various arguments, render it probable that
the Institutiones Florentini, although intended
for use by students, were, at the same time, altogether much more in-depth than the Gaian
Institutiones, and were developed for a more
specialised audience. The work, therefore, must
have been an extensive manual of technical-legal content which, although starting from the
basics, reached a high level of specialisation.

A conspicuous series of literary testimonies,
consisting mainly but not only of anecdotes, has
made Mnesarete from Thespiae, better known
as Phryne, one of the most famous hetairai of the
Greek world. Lived in the 4th century BC. C., she
was beautiful, rich and powerful and her relationship with the sculptor Praxiteles and the defense
of the orator Hyperides from the accusation of
impiety were remembered by ancient writers.

Giovanni Luchetti, Martina Beggiato,
Sabrina Di Maria, Fabiana Mattioli,
Elena Pezzato, Ivano Pontoriero

05/2022

ISSN 2283-1789
ISBN 9788891325877
Languages: Italian

Institutionum Libri XII

Scriptores Iuris Romani, 14
ISSN 2612-503X
ISBN 9788891326010
Languages: Italian, Latin
Cloth Hardback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 284
155,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891326034
PDF 155,00 €

e la nuova immagine di Afrodite

Her particular fortune beyond the limits of antiquity and up to the present day is essentially
due to the tradition according to which Phryne
posed naked for the Knidian Aphrodite, certainly
upstream of the invention of the woman denudation by the hand of Hyperides before the judges
and privileged reference by artists for the subsequent reworkings of the female nude. The truthfulness of this tradition is almost unanimously
accepted by scholars but it needed to be deepened. A large part of this booklet is dedicated to
its discussion and to address the complex problems arising between the use of a real model for
the representation of divinity and the vision of
the figurative art of the late classical period.
05/2022
Problemi e Ricerche di Storia Antica, 35

Paperback, 14 x 21,5 cm, p. 144
110,00 €

Ad edictum libri IV-XVI

The volume brings together the new results from
the research on Paul’s libri ad edictum. Books
fourth to sixteenth are taken into account concluding the analysis concerning the prima pars
edicti with the comment on the title quibus causis praeiudicium fieri non oportet. From a palingenetic point of view, some of the hypotheses
formulated by Lenel have been reconsidered,
especially in the reconstruction of the sixth,
seventh and ninth book. In relation to the features of Paul’s scientific elaboration, the tendency to work following the tradition is confirmed,
through comparison with the knowledge of the
jurists who had preceded him and in a framework
in which, on the whole, innovations introduced
by the prince or by the normative activity of the
Senate are not very prominent.
05/2022
Scriptores Iuris Romani, 13
ISSN 2612-503X
ISBN 9788891325358
Languages: Italian, Latin
Cloth-Hardback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 380
200,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891325372
PDF 200,00 €
Roman Law, Classical Studies

E-ISBN 97888913255938
PDF 110,00 €
Classical Studies, Arts and History of Art

Roman Law, Latin philology, Classical Studies
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Studies in Romanesque
Architecture and Sculpture

Is the Louvre Mona Lisa
Leonardo’s Second Version?

Pompei I 13.
Per Angusta Itinera

C. Edson Armi

Salvatore Lorusso

Alessandro Gallo

On four renowned French Romanesque churches artisans treated formal and functional components, and practicalities of construction and
support, as inseparable.

This volume is a masterful work heralding a new
way to study a painting in the most objective
manner. Investigating the subject of whether
the Louvre painting is not the first but a later
portrait of Mona Lisa, Lorusso has collated all
expert published opinions on the historical and
scientific evidence and draws the most obvious
conclusions.

Cluny, Jumièges, Montceaux-L’étoile
and Paray-le-Monial

05/2022
Bibliotheca Archaeologica, 72

Methodological path, historicalbibliographic sources, final judgement

ISSN 2240-8347
ISBN 9788891325082
Languages: English

05/2022

Hardback, 21,5 x 28 cm, p. 124
110,00 €
DOI 10.48255/9788891326126

ISSN 2612-4718
ISBN 9788891325839
Languages: English

E-ISBN 9788891326126
PDF 110,00 €
Arts and History of Art, Medieval Art, Achitecture

L’ErmArte, 31

Hardback, 21,5 x 28,5 cm, p. 136
120,00 €

Il settore sud occidentale l’angolo nord
orientale

Alessandro Gallo is the author of this analytical
study which continues and concludes the path
begun in Pompeii in 1985 and which allows for
an overall picture of the entire insula I-31.
The author focuses on the analysis of wall structures, wall and floor decorations, discoveries
made in individual buildings, and the conclusive
interpretations that derive from these analyses.
Specifically, the buildings examined in this volume are located in the site’s southern and western side: the fountain and complete aedicula at
the SE corner of the insula; the thermopolium at
number 10; the domus at number 11; the domus
at number 12.14 together with its communicating thermopolium at number 13; the artisanal
plant at number 15; the domus at number 16.
At the north-eastern corner, the following are
analysed: the housing section at number 3; the
domus of Taedia Secunda; the artisanal plant at
number 6; the hospitium at number 7.
05/2022

E-ISBN 9788891325891
PDF 120,00 €
Arts and History of Art

Studi e Ricerche del Parco Archeologico di
Pompei, 47
ISSN 2612-4750
ISBN 9788891325167
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 24 x 27 cm, p. 248
220,00 €
DOI 10.48255/2610-9972.9788891325174
E-ISSN 2610-9972
E-ISBN 9788891325174
PDF 220,00 €
Archaeology, Pompeii
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Napoleone ultimo atto.

L’esilio, la morte, la memoria
Elena Camilli Giammei (Ed.)
The catalogue of the exhibition (Rome, Napoleonic Museum, May 5, 2021 - January 9, 2022) celebrating the bicentenary of Bonaparte’s death,
intends to offer a tool for the exploration of
themes and images related to the history of the
former Emperor’s exile and end in Saint Helena,
and to that of the return of his remains to Paris
in 1840. The relevant corpus of objects owned
by Napoleon in Saint Helena belonging to the
Napoleonic Museum is presented in its entirety.
The itinerary of visual representations connected
to the extreme moments of Bonaparte’s epic, a
theme less investigated in the context of studies dedicated to Napoleonic iconography, is
analysed in relation to its multiple significances primarily as testimonials and political propaganda - and put in relation to literary sources and
documents.
04/2022
Cataloghi Mostre, 71
ISBN 9788891323026
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 24 x 21 cm, p. 172
135,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891323040
PDF 135,00 €
Arts and History of Art
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Sotto il Barocco di Noto

La ricostruzione tra scavo archeologico
e ricerca archivistica
Michele Luminati, Lorenzo Guzzardi
An unprecedented research and an innovative
methodology, “a book without models” (Corrado Stajano): an archaeologist and a historian working for years in close contact, between
excavation sites and archives, bring to light a
hidden Noto, forgotten and partly built-over by
monumental construction in the Sicilian Baroque
capital. The volume enforces a radical reinterpretation of the Baroque genesis of Noto, retracing the events of the territory on which the city
stands back to prehistoric times and then highlighting the complex events regarding urban-architectural, political and socio-economic reconstruction. Proceeding by individual construction
types, the various construction phases of some
of the most important architectural complexes
in the city are also analysed. For the first time,
the numerous stratifications and transformations
that conditioned the extraordinary final outcome
of the reconstruction of Noto are made visible.

Risk management in the cultural
heritage sector
Museums, libraries and archives
Salvatore Lorusso, Andrea Natali,
Chiara Matteucci, Franco Palla
The contents of the book can be traced preliminary to a historical overview of the regulatory
situation regarding the safety of cultural heritage
in Italy and internationaly, with a consequent
discussion of procedures for evaluation and prevention, guidelines and security system, in particular, in confined environments. Attention then
focuses on the various risks and relevant scientific methodologies, comparing methodological
paths and monitoring standards established by
Italian and international organizations. A number of case studies carried out by the Diagnostic
Laboratory for Cultural Heritage of the Department of Cultural Heritage at the Alma Mater
Studiorum University og Bologna are examined.
04/2022

04/2022

ISBN 9788891325228
Languages: English

ISBN 9788891325310
Languages: Italian

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 286
185,00 €

Paperback, 21,5 x 28 cm, p. 278
190,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891325334
PDF 190,00 €

E-ISBN 9788891325235
PDF 185,00 €
Cultural Heritage Conservation & Management

Archaeology, History

scan me
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

La gestione del rischio nel
settore dei beni culturali
Musei, biblioteche, archivi

Frammenti di vita e rapporti
culturali nell’Italia del primo
Novecento

Salvatore Lorusso, Andrea Natali,
Chiara Matteucci, Franco Palla

Lettere inedite di Croce, Gentile,
Prezzolini, Salvemini... a Giuseppe
Lombardo Radice

04/2022

Biagio Saitta

ISBN 9788891325181
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 290
185,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891325198
PDF 185,00 €
Cultural Heritage Conservation & Management

Claudia Cerchiai Manodori Sagredo

04/2022

We often read in the ancient authors, of banquets
set up in family triclinia, where simple foods were
served, such as snails, lettuce or green sprouts
in a blackened pan, or white puls (farro pottage)
served with a tasty sausage. However, nowhere do
we read explicitly of how foods for the Imperial
triclinia, which were often imported from distant
lands and seas to satisfy the tastes of the Emperors, were cooked and presented. For them it was
of the utmost importance to satisfy their most
extravagant desires, but we do not have the description of these banquets, we do not “see” the
foods presented at their tables. We know, however, that Emperor Hadrian preferred a particular
dish: the tetrafarmacum, composed by a mixture
of different meats. In reality, this dish was created
by Aelius Verus, Hadrian’s adoptive son, and was
called pentafarmacum (thanks to an additional
ingredient). This is a dish that denotes a certain
creativity in the combination of refined meats that
we certainly would not have found in previous
eras when triclinia mainly featured unprocessed
foods. It is suggestive to think, then, that this dish
had a basis of creativity in some particular recipe,
conceived by some particular cook and reading
how Aelius Verus always kept Apicius’s books at
his bedside, as well as those of Ovid and Martial,
demonstrates how Apicius’s recipes had not been
forgotten. Therefore, the famous gastronome
from the Age of Tiberius was still “present” in the
Hadrian Age. And also even later, when we read
that the Emperor Elagabalus. [...].

Studia Philologica, 24

03/2022

The letters solicit reflections on the relationship
between entities and institutions, on the uniqueness of culture, and on the connection between
creative capacity and strategic sense. These reflections are born from the intuition of Lombardo
Radice, who created Nuovi Doveri in 1907, a publication in which the true interests of the School
are highlighted and where the ambition to raise
the moral and material conditions of teachers is
dominant. The synergy between letters and journals is relevant in the structure of our work, where
we endeavoured to give force to the perspicuous insights of Lombardo Radice and their correspondences with daily life and with the problems
that afflict the school world, often opposed by
central administration. Hence, the examination
of women’s education, early school leaving, popular libraries, school’s secular nature, and teacher recruitment and training. Furthermore, we did
not want to go without mentioning the inertia of
certain public institutions in the face of the very
serious problems that the Messina earthquake of
December 28, 1908, generated, compared to the
spontaneous help offered by ordinary people.

ISSN 0081-6817
ISBN 9788891325389
Languages: Italian

Studia Archaeologica, 253
ISSN 0081-6299
ISBN 9788891325266
Languages: Italian

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 180
120,00 €

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 156
95,00 €

E-ISBN 9788891325419
PDF 120,00 €
Bureaucracy, Education,
Universal suffrage.

scan me

I banchetti degli imperatori
romani

Renewal,

scan me

Socialism,

E-ISBN 9788891325280
PDF 95,00 €
Classical Studies, History
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

Gli Inni di Callimaco

Rivisitati da Lorenzo Braccesi
Lorenzo Braccesi
“L’eredità dell’antico” (The Legacy of the Ancient, such is the title of the series) also implies
the ‘reinterpretation’ of classical authors, rendered of easier access, or at least less distant,
to the modern reader. It is now the turn of the
Hymns of Callimachus.
03/2022
L’Eredità dell’Antico. Passato e Presente, 17
ISBN 9788891323071
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 11 x 19 cm, p. 118
40,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891323095
PDF 40,00 €
Classical Studies, Literature

Are we living in another
migration period?

Pandemics, migrations and the
environmental link
Gabriele Rizzi
Pandemics, migration and climate change: a synthesis of 2020, one might say. Nonetheless, the
same historical events and processes occurred
during the Migration period , and today more
and more studies are shedding new light on their
interconnections, providing us with new keys to
interpreting the present. However, in the face
of accelerated globalisation, the coexistence
of these phenomena calls for a faster response
to today’s global challenges: what are therefore
the best policies to adopt and how can a better
knowledge of our past help us?
03/2022
ISBN 9788891325112
Languages: English
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 204
140,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891325136
PDF 140,00 €
Social Studies

Iscrizioni analleniche di Sicilia
Le iscrizioni elime
Appendice 1978-2020
Luciano Agostiniani
Upon the arrival of the Greek “colonisers” in
Sicily, in the 8th century BC, in addition to the
Sicels or Sikeloi of the eastern area and the Sicani or Sicanians of the centre-west, according
to historical sources there was a third local population residing in the extreme north-western tip
of the island, that of the Elymians or Elymoi, with
Segesta and Erice as their major cities. On their
origin (whether they came from Italy or, rather,
from Anatolia) the traditions are irreconcilable.
Their language, documented by a series of very
short and mostly fragmentary inscriptions on ceramics and by a few coin inscriptions, has been
the subject of intense debate since at least the
late decades of the 19th century. This essay (Elymian Inscriptions) dates back to 1977 and has
served as a reference text ever since. After over
forty years, in this Appendix the author presents
updates to the volume’s various sections: from
those dedicated to epigraphic materials, to the
various chapters focusing on the composition of
the corpus, on handwriting, on text analysis, and
on language reconstruction.
03/2022
Elymos. Quaderni del Parco archeologico di
Segesta. Monografie, 1
ISBN 9788891322142
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 21,5 x 28,5 cm p. 164
120,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891322180
PDF 120,00
Classical Studies, Epigraphy

scan me
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Ceroplastics

La prospettiva invisibile

Lezioni Patavine 1

Roberta Ballestriero, Owen Burke,
Fabio Zampieri (Eds.)

Beatrice Peria

Francesca Veronese (Ed.)

Time, an immaterial and in many ways subjective
dimension, is difficult to conceptualize, but even
more difficult to visualize. It is no coincidence
that it has long been believed that the fine arts,
traditionally considered the arts of space, could
not access the temporal dimension. Yet, the
theme of time, its ineluctable flow, its memory,
are constantly present in the history of art from
ancient to contemporary art; not only as symbols, allegories, myths or narrations, but also as
stylistic choices or as communicative strategies.
Talking about an invisible perspective means recognizing the existence of another perspective,
the temporal one: a more nuanced and elusive
system that becomes part of the works of art and
innervates them from the inside.

The great international exhibition that Padua
has recently dedicated to the explorer Giovanni
Battista Belzoni, the initiator of the rediscovery
of Pharaonic Egypt in the early 19th century, has
reignited a spotlight on the dawn of Egyptology
and on the fervour that, during that period, set in
motion politicians, scholars, diplomats and adventurers intent on discovering a millenary and
forgotten civilisation. The exhibition has also
offered an opportunity to confront experts with
different disciplinary skills on topics related to
ancient Egypt. The significance of the Padua Lessons is the following: a series of meetings aimed
at investigating, through the voice of Egyptologists and Scholars of Antiquity, the fervour that
animated the rediscovery of that buried world,
but also specific aspects of Egyptian culture and
its repercussions throughout Mediterranean
culture. In the middle of all this, in the Spring of
2020, the COVID 19 pandemic struck, interrupting activities, sometimes irretrievably. However,
it was decided that the virus should not have
the last word. The writings of all those who were
scheduled to speak to the public at the Padua
Lessons were thus brought together in the form
of essays, to which was added a surviving Marciana Lesson (from the Library of St. Mark), held in
Venice on similar topics, which would otherwise
have been lost..

The Science of Wax

The art of wax modelling or ceroplastics has an
ancient origin, from early Egyptian, Greek and
Roman times. It was re-discovered between the
13th - 14th centuries in Florence with the cult of
votive offerings; with the advent of Neoclassicism it extended into a more scientific environment, flourishing in the study of normal and
pathological anatomy, obstetrics, zoology and
botany. On the 7th and 8th June 2019, the 2nd edition of the International Congress on Wax Modelling took place in the University of Padua. The
meeting followed that held in September 2017
at the Gordon Museum of Pathology, King’s College London. In June 2019, the major institutions
related to the art of Wax Modelling met again in
Padua; the congress was divided into two study
days dedicated to the history, conservation, restoration and technique of this ancient art, which
has recently come back into vogue. The event
was organised by the University of Padua, under
the patronage of CAM - University Centre for
Museums, the Academy of Fine Arts of Venice
and the National Association of Scientific Museums (ANMS). This conference proceedings: “The
Science of Wax” offers a comprehensive overview of many different aspects of wax modelling,
including: History (Major Collections), Anatomy
and Science (Anatomical/botanical models), Art
and Portraiture (Effigies, Portraits, Waxworks, Funeral Masks, Votive Offerings), Conservation and
Restoration (maintaining, cleaning, repairing),
Techniques and Contemporary Art.
03/2022

Forme visuali della temporalità nell’arte

02/2022
L’ErmArte, 30
ISSN 2612-4718
ISBN 9788891324931
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 274
160,00 €

Lungo il Nilo

E-ISBN 9788891325013
PDF 160,00 €

02/2022

Art History, Art Theory

ISSN 2612-3703
ISBN 9788891323101
Languages: Italian

Storia della Medicina, 4

Venetia / Venezia, 9

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 142
95,00 €

ISBN 9788891320278
Languages: English
Hardback with Dust-Jacket, 18 x 24 cm, p. 370
160,00 €

E-ISBN 9788891323132
PDF 95,00 €
History, Mediterranean culture

E-ISBN 9788891320292
PDF 160,00 €
History of Medicine, Arts and Art History
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Collezione Jatta Fasc. VI. Ruvo di
Puglia. Ceramica Attica a Figure
Rosse e a Figure Nere
Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum. Italia,
LXXXVI
Giada Giudice, Elvia Giudice
Nel VI fascicolo della serie Corpus Vasorum
Antiquorun dedicato alla collezione del Museo
Nazionale Jatta di Ruvo si pubblicano per la prima volta numerose ceramiche attiche, in grande
parte ancora del tutto sconosciute alla comunità
scientifica, realizzate nella tecnica a figure nere
e a figure rosse, che si distinguono per varietà
ed interesse figurativo. Si tratta di un corpus
notevole, che comprende diverse classi tipologiche, che vanno dalla oinochoe (tipi I-IV), alle kylikes alle stemless cup, agli skyphoi, ai crateri (a
volute, a campana e a colonnette), agli askoi, alle
lekythoi, e che copre un arco cronologico ampio,
dal 530 a.C. fino al 410-400 a.C. Tra tutti, si distinguono uno splendido cratere a volute del Pittore
di Kadmo con la raffigurazione di Apollo e Marsia, di cui è fornita una nuova lettura iconografica
ed una rara rappresentazione della kreanomia su
una kylix nella preziosa tecnica a fondo bianco
del Pittore di Pistoxenos; non meno interessante
per la costruzione figurativa (di tipo ciclico) una
stemless cup con il mito di Poseidone e Amymone.
08/2022
Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum. Italia, 86
ISSN 1724-4560
ISBN 9788891322463
Languages: Italian
Hardback, 23 x 32 cm, p. 228
360,00 €
DOI 10.48255/9788891322494

Aristotele, La politica VI.
Libri VII-VIII

Edizione critica, traduzione e
commento
Lucio Bertelli, Mirko Canevaro,
Michele Curnis (Edd.)
The sixth volume of the series provides a new
introduction, critical text, translation and extensive exegetical, historical and philosophical
commentary of books VII and VIII of Aristotle’s
Politics. It elucidates the theoretical foundations,
the concrete (environmental, demographic and
political) conditions, and the historical underpinnings of Aristotle’s “city of our wishes”, as well
as the educational programme that he recommends for its citizens, with a particular focus on
musical education. Setting the text in the context of contemporary reflections and experiences, it makes a major contribution to the study of
Aristotle’s ethical and political thought, and of
the cultural and political milieu in which it was
produced

09 /2022
Aristotele, La Politica, 6
ISBN 9788891322937
Languages: Italian
Hardback, 13 x 20 cm, p. 760
320,00 €
DOI 10.48255/9788891326485
E-ISBN 9788891326485
PDF 320,00 €
Classical Studies

Itálica adrianea

Nuevas perspectivas, nuevos resultados
Juán Manuel Cortés Copete,
Fernando Lozano Gómez, Carmen Alarcón
Hernández (Edd.)
Italica adrianea. Nuevas perspectivas, nuevos resultados es fruto del esfuerzo coordinado de una
serie de investigadores, procedentes de Italia y
España, que participaron en encuentros científicos
celebrados con motivo del aniversario del ascenso
al poder del emperador Adriano. Concretamente,
“La tutela tra sito Unesco e territorio: Itinerari culturali e prospettive europee”, con el concurso de
la Escuela Española de Historia y Arqueología en
Roma-CSIC y el Istituto Centrale per l’Archeologia
del Gobierno de Italia (octubre 2018); pero también el Curso de Otoño de la Universidad Internacional Menéndez Pelayo –“Itálica Adrianea. Nuevas perspectivas y nuevos resultados” (noviembre
2018)–. El objetivo de la obra es insertar Itálica en el
discurso general de escala imperial para aquilatar
correctamente el lugar que ocupó la ciudad en la
mente del emperador Adriano. En efecto, la gran
Itálica que se nos conserva actualmente es obra de
Adriano, protagonista del conjunto de transformaciones que experimenta el Imperio a lo largo del
siglo II. La ciudad se erige como patria imperial en
un contexto en el que se está produciendo un ensalzamiento de sus orígenes fundacionales y una
reinvención de su pasado, coincidiendo con el
proceso de su refundación y monumentalización.
Ciertamente, la relevancia y proyección científica
del sitio arqueológico de Itálica permitió lanzar su
candidatura en 2017 para aspirar a convertirse en
Patrimonio Mundial. Así, estableciendo un paralelismo con lo acaecido en Villa Adriana, que adquiere esta categoría en 1999 [...]
08/2022
Hispania Antigua. Serie Historica, 12
ISSN 2239-1819
ISBN 9788891325242
Languages: Spanish

E-ISBN 9788891322494
PDF 360,00 €

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 4430
325,00 €

Classical Studies, Archaeology, Ceramics, Art
History

E-ISBN 9788891325259
PDF 325,00 €
Classical Studies
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Manio Manilio, Marco Giunio,
Bruto, Publio Mucio Scevola
Qui Fundaverunt Ius Civile
Stefano Barbati
The book seeks to analyze the contribution to
the development of Roman Law given by three
lawyers active between 150 and 120 b. C., Manilius, Brutus and Publius Mucius. It also aims to
clarify in which way they strengthen the law, as
their activity is labelled by Sextus Pomponius, a
lawyer active around the middle of 2nd century
a. C.
The research is led through a thorough inquire
in life and work of these three lawyers. A further
book will be devoted to the analyses of the texts
in which their thought on the law is contained,
none of which directly survives (their thought is
witnessed by successors).
The conclusions are that these three lawyers
strengthen the law by writing comprehensive
books on it, focusing on what was still its basis
in the 2nd century b.C., that is to say the law of
the 12th Tables.
09/2022
Scriptores Iuris Romani. Subsidia, 2
ISBN 9788891326546
Languages: Italian, Latin
Cloth Hardback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 312
195,00 €
DOI 10.48255/SIRsvb2.9788891326614
E-ISBN 9788891326614
PDF 195,00 €

Mare Superum

Le origini del processo formulare
dopo la scoperta della Formula di
Mucio Scevola

Francesco Belfiori

Felice Costabile, Rossella Laurendi

The study focuses on religious dynamics and
cultic processes in the broader context of Roman-Latin Republican Colonization of Middle Adriatic Italy (current southern Romagna,
Marche, northern Abruzzo regions; Regiones
V and VI of the administrative partition of Augustan Italy). Relationships between either ‘Romanization’ and Religion are discussed, within
the wider panorama of historical changes and
cultural interactions enacted by Roman and Latin Republican Colonization of this part of Italian
peninsula.
The work moves from the rational systematization of a significant and heterogeneous data set
and, through the critical and thematic re-examination of the whole dossier, attempts to define
archaeological and historical features of Roman
Religion within colonial milieu, with particular attention reserved to dynamics and processes of
cultural interaction between Rome, Latium, and
local frameworks in Republican period (3rd – 1st
centuries BC). Main themes and discussed topics
deal with Material Culture, Devotion Habits and
Ritual Practices; Cults and Gods: Socio-Political
Implications and Functions of Religion;‘Sacred’
Topography and Colonial Landscapes.

The excavation of the villa in the ‘Salone’ area is
examined to recognize the the owners who commissioned the three main construction phases
(around 150 - 40 BC). We then proceed with
the analysis of the memorandum sumptuarium
painted on a wall and ascertain its chronology.
We therefore proceed to the evaluation of the
testimonies of the primary sources and the interpretative paths from the 16th to the 21st century
are examined to recognize the Augur or the Pontifex Maximus. We come to the conclusion that
the Augur lived in a large domus in the urban
center of Rome, while the Pontifex Maximus had
a small suburban villa in the country side. This
information coincides with the building characteristics of the Villa del Giurista on the Aniene
and with what is written on the memorandum
sumptuarium represented in a fresco: it is therefore concluded that the villa belonged to Q. Mucius Sceuola Pontifex Maximus. At this point the
question arises whether the owner of the villa in
40 BC. was the eldest son or the son of the son?

Romani latini e l’Italia adriatica di mezzo
(sviluppi culturali e fenomenologia
religiosa, secoli III-I a.C.)

09/2022

ΑΔΡΙΑΣ, 8
ISSN 1974-7411
ISBN 9788891326201
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 328
210,00 €
DOI 10.48255/1974-7411.9788891326232

Roman Law

09/2022
ISBN 9788891326744
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 23 x 21 cm, p. 106
50,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891327291
PDF 50,00 €
Classical Studies

E-ISBN 9788891326232
PDF 210,00 €
Archaeology
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Scavi di Ostia I, topografia
generale

Ristampa dell’edizione originale con
introduzione e note di aggiornamento
bibliografico
Guido Calza
Alessandro D’Alessio, Dario Daffara (Eds.)
Seventy years ago this volume opened the
long-running series “Scavi di Ostia”, now in its seventeenth title. The publication was conceived by
Guido Calza, Director of the excavations in Ostia
for more than two decades, in order to illustrate
the history, the urban planning and the archaeological discovery of the first Roman colony, a picture that in those years started to be more precise
due to the great excavations for the 1942 Universal Exposition in the western area of the ancient
city. Calza was unable to finish the text due to his
early death in 1946; the editing of the volume was
completed by his closest collaborators, architect
Italo Gismondi and archaeologist Giovanni Becatti, who enriched the text with a topographical
description accompanied by phase plans and a
general plan which is still used today as a topographical reference. The volume came out in 1953
and became the model for subsequent publications on Ostia: out of print for years in bookstore
catalogs, the Parco archeologico di Ostia antica
promoted this reprint featuring the digital acquisition of the original text and images, published in
a slightly reduced format to make the tome more
handy. An introduction by Alessandro D’Alessio,
Director of the Parco archeologico di Ostia antica,
a brief introduction by Dario Daffara and a concise
bibliographical update note complete the text.
09/2022
ISBN 9788891326874
Languages: Italian
Cloth Hardback, 21 x 29 cm, p. 340
120,00 €
DOI 10.48255/9788891326928
E-ISBN 9788891326928
PDF 96,00 €
Archaeology
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Atti del 2 Convegno annuale
del Distretto Tecnologico per i
Beni e le attività Culturali della
Regione Lazio

Proceedings of the 2nd Conference
DTC Lazio-Centre of Excellence (Lazio
Technological District for Cultural
Heritage)
Camilla Arcangioli, Maria Sabrina Sarto
(Eds.)
09/2022
ISBN 9788891326638
Languages: Italian, English
Paperback, 24 x 28 cm, p. 260
135,00 €
DOI 10.48255/9788891326485
E-ISBN 9788891326652
PDF 135,00 €

Orfeo e il cigno
Marisa Tortorelli Ghidini
“Orpheus and the swan” is a Platonic-inspired
title, which refers to the episode of the metempsychosis into a swan of the soul of Orpheus told
in the Republic. A hidden red thread, which runs
through (both in the positive sense of reaching
the knowledge of the celestial origin, and in the
negative sense of escaping the unhappy wheel
of rebirth) the essays, published and unpublished, gathered in this book. The deepening of
themes related to Orpheus (shamanism, Dionysism, Pythagoreanism) and the movement that
takes its name from him, and the examination of
the Orphic re-proposal of traditional notions and
formulas reinforce the idea that Orphism is an
articulated but organic system of thought, a mosaic in which eschatology and theogony support
each other, marking the passage from a theology
of the Earth to a theology of Heaven. The path
extends to the tendentially monogenetic character of Derveni’s theogony, on which today’s
criticism is concentrated, and to the correspondence between the evolution of the cosmos and
the fate of mankind, opening new perspectives
to the definition of Orphic “faith”.
09/2022
Forma Aperta - Ricerche di storia, culture,
religioni, 2
ISSN 2704-9736
ISBN 9788891320520
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 212
115,00 €
DOI 10.48255/9788891320551
E-ISBN 9788891320551
PDF 115,00 €
Philosophy, Religious Studies

NEW PUBLICATIONS

The Temple of Apollo “In Circo”
And the Creation of an Augustan
Architectural Language
Alessandro Viscogliosi
This book draws together the results of a series
of preliminary investigations based on the excavations and the scholarly publication of the Temple of Apollo in the Circus Flaminius in Rome.
The study includes a re-examination of everything that has been published so far, comprising
all the visible remains pertaining to the various
test trenches and the relative re-leveling of the
area and of the materials found therein.

Il Parco Archeologico di Segesta
Guida/Guide

Rossella Giglio (Ed.)
07 /2021

Caelius II.
Pars Superior.

La basilica dei santi Giovanni e Paolo
Tomo 2
Franco Astolfi, Alia Englen (Eds.)

ISBN 9788891322579
Languages: Italian; English
Paperback, 13 x 18 cm, p. 92
6 Pieghevoli / Fold-outs
29,00 €

10/2022

E-ISBN 9788891322579
PDF 29,00 €

Bullettino della Commissione Archeologica
Comunale di Roma. Supplementi, 28

Classical Studies; Archaeology; Mosaics; Religious
Studies; Mythology

ISSN 2037-8548
ISBN 9788891324221
Languages: English
Hardback with Dust Jacket, 21 x 28 cm, p. 242
220,00 €
DOI 10.48255/2283-9143.9788891324522

The third volume of the Palinsesti Romani series
continues the work and interdisciplinary study
and research method of the second volume,
dedicated to the Roman houses below the Basilica of Saints John and Paul (CAELIUS II, 1). Therefore the present works conveys the research results of the pars superior of the same site. The
text offers a broad account of the studies on
the basilica, and its complex building and figurative phases. The text is enhanced by an interpretative hypothesis on the plant, elevation and
structure of the nearby temple of Claudio. The
specific studies by archaeologists, architects, art
historians and restorers have been enriched by
antiquarian and archive sources and illustrated
by a widespread graphic and photographic documentation, which also illustrates the restoration
works carried out by the Soprintendenze di Stato
between the end of the 20th and the beginning of
the 21st century.
2022
Palinsesti Romani, 3

E-ISSN 2283-9143
E-ISBN 9788891327345
PDF 220,00 €

ISBN: 9788891312037
Languages: Italian

Classical Studies, Archaeology

Hardcover, 24 x 28 cm, 554 p. + 16 p. color.
195,00 €
In preparazione - Forthcoming

E-ISBN 978-88-913-2326-2
PDF 195,00 €
Classical Studies, History, Archaeology
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Héritages de Sylla

Quintus Cervidius Scaevola

Sylvie Pittia, Maria Teresa Schettino,
Giuseppe Zecchini (Ed.)

Alessia Spina

Les treize articles réunis dans ce volume ont été
présentés lors des deux journées d’études qui se
sont tenues à Strasbourg, dans le cadre du projet « La classe dirigeante de la mort de Sylla à la
mort de Crassus : les mutations d’une “culture”
politique », respectivement en 2019 et en 2020.
Le livre constitue un triptyque avec les deux précé-dents parus en 2018 (L’età di Silla) et en 2019
(La generazione post-sillana. Il patrimonio memoriale) chez L’Erma di Bretschneider.
12 /2021
Monografie del Centro Ricerche di
Documentazione sull’Antichità Classica, 52
ISBN 9788891322814
Languages: French, Italian, English
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 298
175,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891322890
PDF 175,00 €
Classical Studies, History

Quaestionum Libri XX

Fonti, tradizione, filologia

The volume is dedicated to one of the works attributed to Quintus Cervidius Scaevola: the Libri
Quaestionum, one of the most significant protagonists of the legal science in of the second
century. The prosopographic reconstruction of
the jurist presents few certainties, since his provenance is also doubtful, although the clues that
have come to us suggest a provincial origin. It
must be admitted that he played an active role
in the consilium principis of Marcus Aurelius,
interpreting, also in the case studies, the most
important legislative directions. Of the twenty
books that formed the collection of Quaestiones, about sixty fragments survive in the Digesta
Iustiniani; chronologically, it is placed in the last
phase of the jurist’s life, when, having abandoned his political career, he dedicated himself
to teaching. The form of the quaestio repeats
the dialogic scheme, prefers an archaicizing lexicon and deals with problems of strict civil ius
borrowed from the previous juridical literature
(especially of Julianic origin) and developed by
Cervidius Scaevola through the use of a broad
casuistic exemplification.

Scriptores Iuris Romani, 11
Studia Philologica, 23

E-ISBN 9788891320025
PDF 170,00 €
Roman Law, Latin philology, Classical Studies

«L’ERMA» di BRETSCHNEIDER

The present work is a study of the first generation of jurist-humanists’ (early 16th century) clash
with the medieval tradition of banning-exile.
Focusing on the works of Andrea Alciato (14921550), the main representative of that generation, the research then is extended to Guillaume
Budé (1468-1540) and Ulrich Zasius (1461-1535),
with the intention of giving voice to a dialogue
between the members of the so-called Humanistic Triumvirate. From the comparison between
the three, a common and widespread European
cultural framework emerges, within which the
continuity of the humanistic doctrine with respect to the medieval tradition of the banning
is enriched by the new contributions of multidisciplinary knowledge, particularly philological-historical and legal, which is characteristic of
the culture of the new intellectuals. In the course
of the research, this continuity benefits from
the philological examination of the sources and
emerges as the most significant aspect for a new
contribution to studies on the doctrines of “ius”
commune on the call.
12 /2021

Cloth Hardback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 352
170,00 €
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Luca Tonin

12 /2021

ISSN 2612-503X
ISBN 9788891319982
Languages: Italian, Latin

scan me

Esilio e umanesimo in Andrea
Alciato

scan me

ISSN 0081-6817
ISBN 9788891319838
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 292
210,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891319852
PDF 210,00 €
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, Roman Law,
History of Law
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

Ciudades Romanas de Hispania
Cities of Roman Hispania

Trinidad Nogales Basarrate (Ed.)
Este volumen presenta una puesta al día de las
ciudades hispanas más notables de los tres territorios provinciales: Lusitania, Baetica y Tarraconensis. Se trata de un análisis, esencialmente urbanístico, para conocer las últimas novedades
de estas ciudades, algunas de ellas Patrimonio
de la Humanidad en el presente.
Cualquier estudioso o interesado en el proceso
de urbanización de Hispania puede encontrar
respuesta en este libro, siendo así una útil herramienta para la arqueología romana. Este volumen, dado que es el resultado de un ciclo de
conferencias, Ciudades Romanas de Hispania I,
que tiene este curso 2021-2022 continuidad en
otro nuevo ciclo con más ciudades, tendrá igualmente un segundo volumen.

La Pontificia Basilica di
Sant’Antonio in Padova

Archeologia Storia Arte Musica
Luciano Bertazzo, Girolamo Zampieri (Eds.)
This is a very ambitious, scholarly updated project that aims to make known the immense artistic heritage preserved in this world famous Basilica. Therefore a scientific commission has been
set up which includes professors from the University of Padua, the Director of the Centro Studi
Antoniani and the former Director of the Archaeological Museum of Padua. The two volumes are
introduced by a Preface written by the cultural
and lay leaders of the Basilica: Rector, Pontifical
Delegate, Provincial Minister, and President of
the Ark of St. Anthony and, for the scientific part,
Salvatore Settis; and above all by the Holy Father
Pope Francis.
12 /2021

12 /2021

Chiese Monumentali Padovane, 6

Hispania Antigua. Arqueológica, 13
ISSN 2612-0003
ISBN 9788891323415
Languages: Spanish; English
Hardback with Dust-Jacket, 21 x 29,5 cm, p. 484
410,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891323446
PDF 410,00 €

ISBN 9788891320100
Languages: Italian
Box Set: Hardback with Dust-Jacket, 17 x 24 cm,
p. 2412
700,00 €

Tarquinia

Potere e orgoglio
Maria Bonghi Jovino
The volume proposes a thematic reconstruction
of the history of Tarquinia, from its origins to the
threshold of the Archaic Period. The political
choices of the Etruscan city influenced the history of the Mediterranean peoples in a continuum
of reciprocity. An overall vision of socio-cultural
life emerges, between the poles of power and
pride that were the remote sources of Tarquinia’s
extraordinary development.
12 /2021
Studia Archaeologica, 251
ISSN 0081-6299
ISBN 9788891323439
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 190
130,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891323460
PDF 130,00 €
Classical Studies, History, Etruscology

E-ISBN 9788891320124
PDF 700,00 €
Arts and History of Art; Religious Studies

Classical Studies, Roman Iberia, Archaeology
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

Popularitas

I tesori della Ca’ Granda

Gianpaolo Urso (Ed.)

Mario Giachetti, Paolo M. Galimberti,
Valentina Regonesi (Eds.)

Ricerca del consenso e “populismo” in
Roma antica

The study of the concept of popularitas in the
Roman world takes on relevance in relation to
the phenomenon of contemporary populism. Of
course, the differences are much more evident
than the analogies: the term “populism” is now
used, in political and media fields, to culturally
and politically disqualify movements that claim
to be the genuine representation of the interests of the “people”; popularitas is instead an
ambivalent concept, which exponents of the
Roman elite did not at all disdain. However, an
autonomous study of “popularity” and “populism” in Republican and Imperial Rome can help
to better understand the analogous contemporary phenomena. The contributions collected in
this volume aim to provide food for thought in
this regard.
12 /2021
Monografie del Centro Ricerche di
Documentazione sull’Antichità Classica, 53
ISBN 9788891323613
Languages: German, English, Italian, French

Le raccolte museali dell’Ospedale
Maggiore Policlinico di Milano

The Ospedale Maggiore - today Policlinico di
Milano - is one of the oldest hospitals in Italy,
founded by Duke Francesco Sforza in 1456 to
support and care for the sick and needy, free of
charge. From minor health facilities, it converged
into a single large structure (Magna Domus Hospitalis, hence the name that the “Ca’ Granda”
Hospital has to this today). Since its foundation,
the hospital has been supported by legacies,
donations and contributions from citizens. The
ancient “Ca ‘Granda” has come down to us
containing rooms, books, paintings and objects
of inestimable value, true hidden treasures that
tell the story of the people and the deeds which
made this hospital great. At the beginning of the
17th century, began the custom of commissioning great artists for pictorial portraits of the hospital’s main benefactors. These paintings came
to constitute a large collection, exhibited in the
Quadreria dei benefattori (Benefactor’s Picture
Gallery), which today preserves nine-hundred
paintings. The new exhibition space - inaugurated in 2019 - allows you to admire these masterpieces, never permanently exhibited before.
12 /2021

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 312
185,00 €

Szilvia Lakatos
Der Kernfrage dieser Publikation besteht darin,
inwieweit sich die etrusko-korinthische Keramik
durch eine gewisse Dualität charakterisieren
lässt: Sie existiert zwar als eine eigene etruskische Tradition, die korinthische Keramik wird
aber als ihr Ausgangspunkt ebenfalls hoch geschätzt und ein korinthisierendes Erscheinungsbild wurde absichtlich angestrebt. Bei der korinthisierenden Keramik wird also ein solcher
Aspekt der etruskischen Kunst deutlich, der die
Verbindungen zu den eventuellen griechischen
Vorbildern nicht verleugnen, sondern eher betonen will.
11 / 2021
Studia Archaeologica, 252
ISSN 0081-6299
ISBN 9788891323484
Languages: German
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 600
420,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891323507
PDF 420,00 €

ISBN 9788891323453
Languages: Italian

E-ISBN 9788891323712
PDF
Open Access

Korinthisierende figürliche
Keramik aus Etrurien

Classical Studies; Etruscology

Paperback, 21 X 26 cm, p. 164
100,00 €

Classical Studies, History
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E-ISBN 9788891323491
PDF 100,00 €
Arts and Art History
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

Vincitore del XIX Premio L’Erma per l’Archeologia
Winner of the 19th L’Erma Prize for Archeology

Architettura templare italica in
epoca ellenistica

Storia della Moda

Del Atlántico al Tirreno

Dimosthenis Kosmopoulos

Tiziana D’Acchille

This work focuses on the main dynamics of
temple architecture, a fundamental section of
ancient Roman Republican architecture. The
purpose of this study is to reach a global vision
of the architecture of temples in the Italic peninsula, through a detailed analysis of both the layout plans and the architectural decoration. The
dynamics related to the typological construction schemes are thoroughly analyzed, in order
to understand the singularity of the reception
of Hellenistic models. Therefore, it examines in
depth the relationship between the Italic sacred
architecture and the influences imposed by the
Greek-Hellenistic world.

This compendium of Fashion History is divided
into two volumes. The first volume deals with
the discipline according to a chronological criterion: from the first evidence of the making of
a “dress” at the end of the 19th century. “Storia
della Moda” vol.1 is a methodological tool for
the study and analysis of the main historical,
anthropological, artistic-historical and costume
phenomena linked to fashion and its evolution
over time. The second volume will focus on the
collection of in-depth essays, articles and short
monographic contributions by several authors
based on the contents of the first volume.

Juan Manuel Campos Carrasco,
Javier Bermejo Meléndez (Eds.)

dalle origini al Department Store

11 / 2021

11 / 2021
Studia Archaeologica, 250
ISSN 0081-6299
ISBN 9788891322760
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 550
385,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891322784
PDF 385,00 €

Manuali L’ERMA, 4
ISBN 9788891320605
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 256
150,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891320636
PDF 150,00 €
Arts and History of Art; Visual Arts

Classical Studies; Archaeology; Architecture

Puertos hispanos e itálicos

La presente monografia supone la culminaciòn
de la segunda fase del proyecto DEATLANTIR,
tras una primera en la que se pudieron individualizar diversas lineas de investigacion y problemàticas històrico aruqològicas y problemàticas
historico arqueologicas referidas a los puertos el
Suroeste hispano, en esta, se aborda el analisis
de los puertos y distritos portuarios hispanos a
una escala territorial mas amplia. El desarrollo de
la investigacion ha atendido a dos lineas preferentes, por un lado, se han analizado dichos enclavesen relacion a sus conexiones con la costas
del Mediterraneo Occidental y el Atlantico, de
lo que se han establecido significativas lineas
de trabajo futuras relativas a diversos temas. Por
otro, dicho estudio ha comportado un analisis
transversal e interdisciplinar al contar con perspectivas de analisis procedentes de la numismatica, arqueologia, epigrafia, geologia, paleontologia, arqueologia de la produccion, etc.
Asì pues los resultados de las investigaciones
recogidos en este volumen suponen el conocimiento mas actualizado relativo, entre otros
aspectos, a la conformacion de las ciudades
portuarias hispanas, su evolucion diacronica, el
papel que jugaron en ele concierto comercial
y economico del imperio, su evolucion desde
momentos Tardo Antiguos, los modelos arquitectonicos que conformaron su topografia o la
influencia que sobre ellos ejercieron determinados condicionantes geologicos costeros.
11 / 2021

Vincitore del 19° Premio L’ERMA per l’Archeologia
Winner of the 19th L’ERMA Award for Archaeology

Hispania Antigua. Arqueológica, 12
ISSN 2612-0003
ISBN 9788891321305
Languages: Spanish, Portuguese
Paperback, 21 x 29,5 cm, p. 688
550,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891321336
PDF 550,00 €
Archaeology
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

Porti medioadriatici

Politiche marittime, infrastrutture e
traffici in età romana (Ancona, Rimini,
Ravenna)
Valentina Sapone
Ancona, Ariminum and Ravenna, three Roman
port cities overlooking a common Adriatic horizon: between political and commercial strategies, lifestyles and traffic, the analysis of their
maritime dimension through five centuries of
history, from the third century BC to the second
century AD. The monograph provides a reading
of the directions taken by Rome on the Middle-Adriatic in terms of ports. It is based on the
analysis of the sources as well as on a close comparison, at several levels, conducted between
the three facilities, the three cities and between
these and other contemporary port areas of the
Peninsula. Efficiency, functionality, relationship
with the environment and infrastructures are only
some of the parameters used for the comparison, while the port city is looked at as a place
capable of incorporating the maritime dimension - in the urban characteristics, in the sphere
of cults attested, in peculiarities that may prove
to be a sign of a link between the inhabitants
and the sea, in the mobility of individuals and
in the activities practiced by them - in order to
delineate a “contextual” reading of the coastal
network of the Middle-Adriatic five centuries that
contributes to a global historical reconstruction.
09/2021

Lectures on Trajan’s Column

Elizabeth Bradford Smith

Cinzia Conti (Ed.)

Materials, Tradition and Invention in
Late Medieval Florence

Acknowledged as influential within the context
of late medieval architecture in Italy, the Dominican church of Santa Maria Novella in Florence
has not attracted the substantive architectural study it deserves. The book re-envisions its
building history, focusing on crucial stages in its
creation: the original model commissioned in
the 1270s, and the radical 14th-c. redesign of the
nave. Analysis of previously unobserved features
illuminates the creative process, enabling a firmer attribution of authorship and a new chronology for its groundbreaking vaulted nave.
Forthcoming
L’ErmArte, 32
ISSN 2612-4718
ISBN 9788891326096
Languages: English
Hardback, 21,5 x 28,5 cm, 260 p., 100 ill. col.
250,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891326119
PDF 250,00 €
Medieval architecture, Florence, Dominicans,
vaulting techniques

ΑΔΡΙΑΣ, 7
ISSN 1974-7411
ISBN 9788891320209
Languages: Italian
paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 300
195,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891320247
PDF 195,00 €
Classical Studies, History, Archaeology
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and the Architect behind it:
Apollodorus of Damascus

The book is an anthology of essays on the bas-relief sculpture on Trajan’s Column, with original
observations, collected during the restoration of
1981-1988 by closely examining the decorated
frieze, all together, as never before. This work is
edited by Cinzia Conti, restorer and archaeologist, who also took part in the direction of the
restoration, in the program of the Law 23 March
1981 no. 92 “Urgent measures for the protection
of the archaeological heritage of Rome”. The
work was directed by the Architect Giangiacomo Martines, with the Scientific Direction of the
Central Institute of Restoration, led by Giovanni
Urbani and represented by Alessandra Melucco
Vaccaro. The splendour of the surface and the
legibility of the sculptures prove the effectiveness of that restoration tested by time.
10/2022
ISBN 9788891310057
Languages: English; Italian
Cloth Hardback, 24 x 31 cm, p. 796 e 5 color folder
750,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891310088
PDF 750,00
Archaeology; Arts and History of Art

JOURNALS

Elymos. 1, 2022
Quaderni del Parco Archeologico di
Segesta
New Journal

07/2022

Conservation science in Cultural
Heritage. 21/2021

Vitruvius 1, 2022

Rivista del Centro Studi Vitruviani

(Quaderni di Scienza della
Conservazione)

ANVUR A Series

New Journal - Peer reviewed ANVUR A Series

06/2022

07/2022
Elymos. Quaderni del Parco Archeologico di
Segesta, 1

Vitruvius , 1

Conservation science in Cultural Heritage, 21

ISSN 2785-4655
ISBN 9788891325365
Languages: Italian

ISSN 1974-4951
ISBN 9788891326645
Languages: English; Italian

ISSN 2785-6682
ISBN 9788891325952
Languages: Italian

Paperback, 21,5 x 28,5 cm, p. 76
60,00 €

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 392
75,00 €

DOI 10.48255/2785-4655.Elymos.1.2021
E-ISBN 9788891325396
PDF 60,00 €

DOI 10.48255/1973-9494.JCSCH.21.2021
E-ISSN 1973-9494
E-ISBN 9788891326676
Open Access

Archaeology

Paperback, 21,5 x 28 cm, p. 208
180,00 €
DOI 10.48255/J.VITRUVIUS.1.2022
E-ISSN 2785-6682
E-ISBN 9788891326065
PDF 180,00 €
Architecture

Cultural Heritage Conservation & Management;
Restoration

New Journal
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JOURNALS

Sicilia Archeologica, 112/2021
03/2022

Brindisi in età messapica e romana
Topografia della città
Giovanna Cera

Sicilia Archeologica, 112
ISSN 0037-4571
ISBN 9788891323576
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 21,5 x 24 cm, p. 136
120,00 €
DOI 10.48255/2283-3307.SICA.112.2021
E-ISSN 2283-3307
E-ISBN 9788891323651
PDF 120,00 €
Archaeology

Brundisium (modern day Brindisi), was one of the
main Messapic and Roman centres located in a
favourable and sheltered position on the Salento
Adriatic coast of Apulia. The city was served by
the Via Appia, the main ancient road of southern
Italy and the easy sea connections made it open
to contacts with both Greek and Eastern worlds.
Numerous archaeological findings were made
during the second half of the 19th century and
throughout the 1950s consistent urban and industrial expansion of the centre of Brindisi (which superimposed on the ancient one). This evidence is
an extremely rich documentary base, although
very fragmented and therefore requiring a careful
revision and elaboration by means of an archaeological cartography which helps the topographical reconstruction and understanding.
The analysis and critical reading of the acquired
information – integrated with data obtained from
historical, epigraphic and numismatic sources, as
well as archive documentation and historical cartography – enabled us to propose an outline of
the evolutionary process of ancient urban shape,
from the first important evidence of the archaic
period, to the development of the Messapic settlement, the foundation of the Latin colony, the
transformations of the imperial age, up to the first
signs of the late antique age discontinuity. So
many phases in succession resulted in a very stratified and complex historical reality. And for the
first time, a systematic reconstruction of such reality is being proposed in this volume[...].

Atlante tematico di topografia
antica 32-2022
Roma, Urbanistica, Viabilità, Territorio,
Idraulica
ANVUR A Series
01/2022
Atlante tematico di topografia antica, 32

ISSN 2036-3834
ISBN 9788891324269
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 21 x 26 cm, p. 346
300,00 €
E-ISSN 2283-6357
E-ISBN 9788891324283
PDF 300,00 €
Classical Studies; Archaeology

02/2022
Atlante Tematico di Topografia Antica.
Supplementi, 23
ISSN 2036-3885
ISBN 9788891325051
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 21 x 26 cm, p. 272
300,00 €
DOI. 10.48255/2283-3366.ATTA sup.
23.9788891325099
E-ISSN 2283-3366
E-ISBN 9788891325099
PDF 300,00 €
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Ostia

Architettura e città in cento anni di
storia
Michela Antonucci, Luca Creti, Fabrizio Di
Marco (Eds.)

Francesco Berni e la poesia
bernesca

L’Ellisse XVI/I-II. 2021 - Studi storici di
letteratura italiana
Giuseppe Crimi (Ed.)

ANVUR A Series

12 /2021

12 /2021

L’Ellisse, 16. 1-2

Bollettino d’Arte, Volume Speciale 2021

ISSN 1826-0187
ISBN 9788891322661
Languages: Italian

ISSN 0394-4573
ISBN 9788891322166
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 22,5 x 28,5 cm, p. 352
310,00 €
Arts and History of Art; Cultural Heritage
Conservation

scan me

Rivista di Storia della Miniatura
25/2021
New Journal
ANVUR A Series
12 /2021
Rivista di Storia della Miniatura, 25
ISSN 1126-4772
ISBN 9788891321992
Languages: Italian, French, English

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 296
200,00 €
E-ISSN 2240-9688
E-ISBN 9788891322685
PDF 200,00 €
Literary Criticism, History of Italian Literature

scan me

Paperback, 21,5 x 28,5 cm, p. 250
180,00 €
E-ISSN 2785-4019
E-ISBN 9788891322036
PDF 180,00 €
Arts and History of Art; Medieval Studies
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JOURNALS

Bollettino d’Arte 47-48, lugliodicembre 2020
ANVUR A Series

La ricerca di morfologia urbana
in Italia - Urban Morphology
Research in Italy. 2
U+D urbanform and design n. 16,
2021. International Journal of Urban
Morphology

12 /2021

Per Giovanni Carbonara: studi e
ricerche
Daniela Esposito, Valeria Montanari (Eds.)

Bollettino d’Arte, 47-48

12 /2021

12 /2021

ISSN 0394-4573
ISBN 9788891324276
Languages: Italian

U+D urbanform and design, 16

Quaderni dell’Istituto di Storia dell’Architettura,
73-74

Paperback, 22,5 x 28,5 cm, p. 308
180,00 €
Arts and History of Art; Cultural Heritage
Conservation

ISSN 2612-3754
ISBN 9788891325129
Languages: Italian; English
Paperback, 21 x 28 cm, p. 202
150,00 €
E-ISSN 2384-9207
E-ISBN 9788891325150
PDF 150,00 €
Architecture, Urban Studies
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materia e immagine. II
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ISSN 0485-4152
ISBN 9788891323392
Languages: Italian; Spanish; English
Paperback, 22 x 32 cm, p. 970
450,00 €
E-ISSN 2532-4470
E-ISBN 9788891323422
PDF 450,00 €
History of Architecture
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Bullettino dell’Istituto di Diritto
Romano “Vittorio Scialoja”.
Quarta Serie - Vol. XI. Dell’intera
collezione Vol. CXV, 2021
12 /2021
Bullettino dell’Istituto di Diritto Romano “Vittorio
Scialoja”, 11
ISSN 0391-1810
ISBN 9788891324979
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 376
200,00 €
E-ISSN 2532-9812
E-ISBN 9788891325075
PDF 200,00 €
Roman Law, History of Law

Minima Epigraphica et
Papyrologica. Anno XXIV. 2021
fasc. 26

Rivista di Studi Pompeiani.
32/2021

Laboratorio di Epigrafia e Papirologia
Giuridica – Rivista di Diritto Romano e
di Diritti dell’Antichità

ANVUR A Series

12 /2021

Rivista di Studi Pompeiani, 32

Minima Epigraphica et Papyrologica, 26

ISSN 1120-3579
ISBN 9788891323866
Languages: Italian

ISSN 1128-2134
ISBN 9788891323750
Languages: Italian; Spanish; English
Paperback, 23 x 21 cm, p. 436
300,00 €
E-ISSN 2283-3161
E-ISBN 9788891323835
PDF 300,00 €

12 /2021

Paperback, 22,5 x 28,5 cm, p. 240
250,00 €
E-ISSN 2240-9653
E-ISBN 9788891323927
PDF 250,00 €
Clasical Studies; Archaeology; Pompeii &
Herculaneum

Classical Studies; Roman Law; Epigraphy
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Bullettino della Commissione
Archeologica Comunale di Roma.
122, 2021
ANVUR A Series
11 / 2021
Bullettino della Commissione Archeologica
Comunale di Roma, 122
ISSN 0392-7636
ISBN 9788891323378
Languages: Italian; English
Hardback, 21 x 29 cm, p. 398
350,00 €

L’Ellisse XV/I, 2020

L’Ellisse XV/II, 2020

09 / 2021

09 / 2021

L’Ellisse, 15.1

L’Ellisse, 15.2

ISSN 1826-0187
ISBN 9788891323293
Languages: Italian

ISSN 1826-0187
ISBN 9788891323323
Languages: Italian

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 220
200,00 €

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 172
200,00 €

E-ISSN 2240-9688
E-ISBN 9788891323309
PDF 200,00 €

E-ISSN 2240-9688
E-ISBN 9788891323323
PDF 200,00 €

Literary Criticism, History of Italian Literature

Literary Criticism, History of Italian Literature

Studi storici di letteratura italiana

Studi storici di letteratura italiana

DOI 10.48255/J.BCAR.CXXII.2021
E-ISSN 2240-967X
E-ISBN 9788891323408
PDF 350,00 €
Archaeology of Rome
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Archeologia Classica. 2021
vol. 72, n.s. II, 11
ANVUR A Series

Codex. Vol. 3, 2022

Giornale romanistico di studi giuridici,
politici e sociali
10 / 2022

10 / 2021
Archeologia Classica, 72

Codex. Giornale romanistico di studi giuridici,
politici e sociali, 3

ISSN 0391-8165
ISBN 9788891323361
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Idee di Dante:
scrittori e critici
Maurizio Fiorilla, Luca Marcozzi,
Anna Pegoretti (Eds.)
The 24 chapters of this volume explore the role
played by Dante and by his oeuvre in the development of Italian culture and of its literary canon,
by focusing on some prominent authors ranging
from the 14th through to the 20th century, and on
some major literary critics who approached Dante from various points of view, including literary
history, linguistics, philology, philosophy, translation studies.
L’Ellisse, XVII/1-2
ISSN 1826-0187
ISBN 9788891326522
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 312
200,00 €
E-ISSN 2240-9688
E-ISBN 9788891326560
PDF 200,00 €
Literary Criticism, History of Italian Literature
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Santa Maria in Campo Marzio

Dalle origini orientali alla Procura del
Patriarcato di Antiochia dei Siri
Marco Coppolaro (Ed.)
The book traces the history of the monastery of
Santa Maria in Campo Marzio, with particular attention to the part of the ancient complex that today is the seat of the Procurator to the Holy See
of the Patriarchate of Antioch of the Syrians. The
occasion for this editorial initiative is the centenary of the establishment of the Procurator in 1920.
At that time, the monastery had long since been
dismantled and taken away from religious life, interrupting a continuity whose origins date back to
the 8th century, with an initial community of oriental nuns who then passed to the Benedictine rule,
protagonists of a gradual expansion that over the
centuries had affected the entire insula. The division of the monastic spaces took place after 1870,
following the suppression of the religious corporations and the confiscation of their patrimony: the
oldest part, with the sixteenth-century cloister and
the oratory of St Gregory Nazianzen at its centre,
was destined for other uses, while the nuns continued to live for some years in the buildings gravitating around the extra-cloistered church of Santa
Maria della Concezione, until 1914, before they
were granted to the Syriac Catholic Patriarchate of
Antioch. The publication weaves the history of the
complex in connection with that of the monastic
community that inhabited it for about a thousand
years. The volume concludes with a brief historical
profile of the Procura, from its establishment to the
present day, and a note on the recently completed
architectural restoration work, which involved both
the church and the part of the complex used as the
Procurator’s residential and representative offices.
New Series. Revised Edition
12/2022
Ecclasiae Urbis. Collana di volumi monografici
sulle chiese di Roma, 1

Alessandro, il Cavaliere, il Doge

Claudio Parisi Presicce, Massimo Baldi

Maria Bergamo

The Temple of Hadrian was located in the sacred
area of the Campus Martius. Construction of the
temple most likely began during the reign of
Hadrian to house the remains of his wife Vibia
Sabina, who died in 136, but actual construction
is due to Hadrian’s successor, Antoninus Pius.
The temple was completed around the year 145.
The most accepted version by scholars is that it
was erected in honour of the Emperor Hadrian,
who had been deified following his death.
The remains were incorporated into the building that was erected on the temple’s ruins in the
17th century by the Swiss-Italian architect Carlo
Fontana. Fontana’s building was originally a Vatican Customs Office and, since 1831, it has been
the seat of the Rome Stock Exchange. Still visible in the square, eleven of the thirteen original
columns on the North side stand out. For many
centuries, the building was misidentified with the
name of Temple of Neptune.
The temple was located within Regio IX, in Campus Martius, in connection with the adjacent
Temple of Matidia, dedicated by the Emperor
Hadrian to his mother-in-law, Salonia Matidia.
The area was densely built upon and embellished by the Emperor, and successively was reserved for Imperial Funerals.

What are Alexander the Great and three Knights
with a falcon doing under the domes of St.
Mark’s Basilica, above the Evangelist’s sacellum,
among the Angels and Saints of the Golden Pall?
An intense journey through the history of images to reconstruct the meaning of these ‘profane’
enamel plaques placed in the lower frame of the
Golden Pall and in the context of the Venice of
Doge Andrea Dandolo.

Il progetto architettonico e le fasi
costruttive

12/2022
Bullettino della Commissione Archeologica
Comunale di Roma. Supplementi, 29
ISSN 2037-8548
ISBN 9788891308337
Languages: Italian

ISBN 9788891327239
Languages: Italian

Hardback with Dust Jacket, 21 x 28 cm, p. 300
250,00 €

Paperback, 20 x 24 cm, p. 228
Individuals 40,00 €
Institutions 115,00 €

E-ISBN 9788891308313
PDF 250.00 €

E-ISBN 9788891327284
PDF Individuals 32,00 €
PDF Institutions 92,00 €
Arts and History of Art
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Le placchette profane della pala d’Oro
di San Marco

08/2022
Venetia / Venezia, 11
ISSN 2612-3703
ISBN 9788891327208
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 100
75,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891327222
PDF 75,00 €
Arts and History of Art
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Colorature
Huaqiang
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Colorature

La cerámica ática fuera del Ática
contextos, usos y miradas

Li Er

Carmen Sánchez Fernández,
Jorge Tomás García

(original title: Huaqiang)

Translated by Patrizia Liberati
Nulla è come sembra e tutto potrebbe essere
accaduto. Attraverso la ricerca della “verità storica” sulla morte del poeta rivoluzionario Ge Ren,
supportata da testimonianze fittizie e documenti
inventati prodotti in tre momenti storici diversi (prima del 1949 anno della fondazione della
Nuova Cina, durante la Rivoluzione Culturale e
nel 2000), l’autore esprime con lucidità e passione le sue opinioni sulla manipolazione e sulla
soggettività della Storia
12/2022
L’Erma - Letteratura cinese (Chinese Literature
series), 1

This book brings together contributions that
approach the study of Attic vases in peripheral
places of the Mediterranean from different perspectives. This work was necessary since both
the geographical and chronological areas, fundamentally the 4th century BC, have traditionally
been poorly studied, so this publication represents an advance in the knowledge of Attic ceramics and its presence in non-Greek societies.
The different chapters deal with the three life
processes of the ceramic object, from its production in Attica, its commercialization and distribution, and amortization in its final contexts, where
they find new uses and new perspectives.
12/2022

ISBN 9788891327369
Languages: Italian

Studia Archaeologica

Paperback, 12,5 x 19,5 cm, p. 494
25,00 €

ISSN 0081-6299
ISBN 9788891326720
Languages: Spanish

E-ISBN 9788891327383
PDF 25,00 €
Literature

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 222
E-ISBN 9788891326737
PDF
Archaeology, Ceramics

The city-states of the Jawf at the
dawn of ancient South Arabian
history (8th–6th centuries BCE).
I.From cities to kingdoms
Mounir Arbach
At the dawn of the Ancient South Arabian civilization, at the beginning of the first millennium
BCE, cities and tribes were autonomous and had
a leader, probably a king. Starting from the VIII
century BCE, the inscriptions multiply and attest
to the names of the rulers of the cities and the
states of southern Arabia. Under the impulse of
the kings of Sabaʾ, the small political entities will
gradually be integrated into largera kingdoms.
The case of the city-states of the Jawf region of
Yemen, which will be absorbed for the most part
by the kingdoms of Maʿīn and Sabaʾ since the
6th century BCE, is emblematic of this historical
process.
12/2022
Arabia Antica - Archaeological and Philological
Series, 16
ISSN 2612-372X
ISBN 9788891322906
Languages: English
Paperback, 14 x 21 cm
E-ISBN 9788891322920
PDF
Ancient Near East Studies, History
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The city-states of the Jawf at the
dawn of ancient South Arabian
history (8th–6th centuries BCE). II.
Ancient South Arabian history. Vol. II
Corpus of the inscriptions

The city-states of the Jawf at the
dawn of ancient South Arabian
history (8th–6th centuries BCE). III.
Ancient South Arabian history. Vol. III
A lexical and onomastic index

Irene Rossi

Mounir Arbach, Irene Rossi

From the Jawf region of Yemen come the earliest Ancient South Arabian epigraphs, dating
back since the 8th century BCE. Expression of
the five city-states of Nashshān, Kamna, Haram,
Maʿīn and Inabbaʾ, and of their fluctuating relations with Sabaʾ, they attest to a well-defined
writing and artistic tradition which characterized
this region until the expansion of the kingdom
of Maʿīn at the beginning of the 6th century BCE.
This volume collects in a unitary philological edition the nearly three hundred inscriptions composing this archaic corpus. Mainly written in the
Minaic language and partly in Sabaic, those texts
are pivotal sources for the historical, cultural, and
linguistic reconstruction of the earliest phase of
the Ancient South Arabian history.

About three hundred inscriptions have come
down to us from the earliest historical period of
the Jawf region of Yemen, the written legacy of
the five city-states which flourished in this northernmost area of Ancient South Arabia between
the 8th and the early 6th century BCE. Apart from
few inscriptions in Sabaic, due to the political relations with Sabaʾ, those texts are mainly written
in the local Minaic language. The glossary of this
epigraphic corpus, consisting of a lexicon of attested words and a list of the proper names with
cultural-historical commentary, provides a comprehensive overview of the Minaic language in
its earliest phase.

12/2022

Arabia Antica - Archaeological and Philological
Series, 18

Arabia Antica - Archaeological and Philological
Series, 17
ISSN 2612-372X
ISBN 9788891322944
Languages: English

ISSN 2612-372X
ISBN 9788891322982
Languages: English

Paperback, 14 x 21 cm
E-ISBN 9788891322968
PDF
Ancient Near East Studies, History

12/2022

I frammenti delle orazioni di
Cassiodoro
Edizione, traduzione, commento
Simona Rota
The panegyric activity of Flavius Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus for the Ostrogoth rulers is exemplified only by a few fragments, revealed by
a number of pages from a single manuscript,
discovered in different places and at different
times. In 1894, L. Traube published the first complete critical edition of these texts in the Monumenta Germaniae Historica, after which these
fragments were no longer considered unitarily. In
this volume, a new edition is proposed, accompanied by a first Italian translation and extensive
commentary. The present work intends to be a
contribution to the knowledge of a relevant aspect of Cassiodorus’s immense production, and
offers the first overall study of the author’s encomiastic fragments, of which it provides a new critical edition, accompanied by a complete translation and historical, stylistic-literary and linguistic
commentaries, while also proposing a hypothesis of reconstruction of the contexts of inclusion..
12/2022
Saggi di Storia antica, 43

Paperback, 14 x 21 cm, p. 196

ISSN 2612-3762
ISBN 9788891327376
Languages: Italian

E-ISBN 9788891323002
PDF

Hardback, 13,5 x 20 cm, p. 322
220,00 €

Ancient Near East Studies, History

E-ISBN 9788891327192
PDF 220,00 €
Late Antiquity, History
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Velzna II.
Lo scavo di Campo della Fiera di
Orvieto.
Materiali di epoca romana
(Terra sigiliata italica.
Ceramica africana. Lucerne)
Simonetta Stopponi (Ed.)
In this volume are presented some Roman objects found in the sanctuary of Campo della Fiera at Orvieto, which has been identified with the
Fanum Voltumnae. The cult and votive offerings
continued without interruption from the first half
of the VIth century BC until the IVth century. The
first contribution by Elisa Laschi presents the
Italic plain terra sigillata and the moulmade examples, stamps bearing the name of the maker
and graffiti. In the second contribution Vincenzo
Valenzano publishes the African terra sigillata, as
well as kitchenware and oil lamps of the same
fabric. In the third one Danilo Nati presents the
oil lamps, many of which have been decorated
with interesting design, such as one with the
Egyptian god Anubis.
12 / 2022
Studia Archaeologica, 255
ISSN 0081-6299
ISBN 9788891326911
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 264
175,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891326942
PDF 175,00 €
Etruscan Studies, Archaeology, Ceramics

Tuscanicae dispositiones sive
opera dorica

Architetture doricizzanti in Italia centromeridionale
Lorenzo Kosmopoulos
This volume investigates the complex question
of the ‘Tuscan Order’ in Roman architecture,
from a careful re-reading of Vitruvius to a meticulous analysis of all the available archaeological
data. Without doubt, the past interpretations
of Renaissance architects have continued to
influence the course of modern studies on this
‘order’, and this reliance has often resulted in
forced connections between the actual remains
and Vitruvius’ description in De architectura. The
present work, therefore, sets out to re-explore
the entire subject from a conceptual viewpoint,
by focusing on the fundamental logic that underlay the use of the Tuscan order in Roman architecture, from its initial manifestations in Italic
Hellenism to its maturation in the imperial age.
This book proposes an altogether different vision of the ‘Tuscan order’ as a series of partial
manifestations in the continuing metamorphosis
of the Doric order.

Civis Civitas Civilitas

La città romana come modello di
comunità
Claudia Cecamore,
Claudio Parisi Presicce (Eds.)
12/2022
Cataloghi Mostre, 73
ISBN 9788891323163
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 30,5 x 24,5 cm, p. 304
210,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891323217
PDF 210,00 €
Exhibition catalogue

12 / 2022
Bullettino della Commissione Archeologica
Comunale di Roma. Supplementi, 30
ISSN 2037-8548
ISBN 9788891326805
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 21 x 28 cm, p. 384
320,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891327390
PDF 320,00 €
Classical Studies, Architecture
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Catalogo del ‘Fondo Giuliano
Crifò’

Presentazione e atti della ‘Giornata in
studio’ in ricordo dello studioso
Massimo Miglietta
12/2022
The first scheduled volume of the ‘Series’ contains the Catalogue of the ‘Giuliano Crifò Fund’,
donated by the family of the illustrious jurist
(1934-2011) - a tenured professor of Roman Disciplines at the Universities of Perugia and ‘La Sapienza’ in Rome - to the Trent University Library.
It also contains the ‘proceedings’ of the presentation day of the ‘Giuliano Crifò Fund’, now kept
at the Faculty of Law of the University of Trent.
Biblioteca Universitaria Centrale: Studia et
Instrumenta, 1
ISBN 9788891322364
Languages: Italian

Italia.
Musei da scoprire.

Gli astri benigni di Agostino
Chigi

Emanuela Daffrà, Federica Cane (Edd.)

Costanza Barbieri

The books in this new series aim to highlight the
beauty of minor sites – often really little known
by the great public – full of artworks, objects and
tools, coming from different ages, each of them
having an important story to tell: the history of
a still young nation – Italy – that grew up in separate regions and provinces, whose uniqueness
lays just in the difference and variety which characterize its territory making it so rich in art and
culture. Musei da scoprire is conceived as a journey in pictures and words through our amazing
Country, that readers can enjoy starting from the
pages of the first volume dedicated to Lombardia, in the very North of Italy.

Agostino Chigi, the patron and wealthy Sienese
banker in the service of the Pope, had reserved
for the Loggia della Galatea a very special function, superior to the other rooms of his villa
across the Tiber: that of representing his destiny
and ambitions through an autobiography in images that alluded not only to his horoscope, but
also to the allegory of earthly existence, subject
to the passions and whims of fortune. The evocation of ancient myth and Ovid’s themes, meta-mythologies bent to represent the predictions
on the future Chigi family, culminated in the representation of Galatea, a true incarnation of the
virtues of Love in a neo-platonic key, understood
as the elevation of the soul and the conquest of
virtue. The volume offers a new and exhaustive
interpretation of the cycle of frescoes, never
attempted before, identifying the relationship
between the images of the planets and extra-zodiacal constellations depicted in the vault and
the myths of the air painted in the lunettes. The
unity of the plant among the various registers
of the Loggia, remained incomprehended until
today, allows bringing up the central role of the
painting of Raphael inside the astrological and
autobiographical device of the client.

Lombardia

12/2022
Italia. Musei da scoprire, 1

Cloth Hardback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 350

ISBN 9788891327055
Languages: Italian

E-ISBN 9788891322395
PDF

Paperback, 14 x 24 cm, p. 126
35,00 €

Peruzzi, Sebastiano, Raffaello

11/2022
E-ISBN 9788891327086
PDF 35,00 €

L’ErmArte, 33

Museum Guide

ISSN 2612-4718
ISBN 9788891319845
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 250
160,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891319876
PDF 160,00 €
Arts and History of Art
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Etruscan Mirrors

Collections in Baltimore and
Washington, D.C.
Nancy T. De Grummond
The fascicle includes mirrors in Baltimore, Johns
Hopkins University Archaeological Museum; and
in Washington, D.C., Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History. The author, a worldwide
authority in the field of Etruscan caelatura, was
supported for drawings by Elizabeth Wahle and
Tina Ross.
11/2022
Corpus Speculorum Etrsuscorum. USA, 6
ISSN 2612-467X
ISBN 9788891326768
Languages: English
Hardback with Dust Jacket, 23 x 32 cm, p. 240
300,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891326799
PDF 300,00 €
Etruscan Studies, Archaeology

Castelli Medievali in Sardegna
(XI + XV sec.)

Sistemi, architetture, tecniche murarie
Caterina Giannattasio,
Silvana Maria Grillo, Valentina Pintus,
Maria Serena Pirisino
With English text and abstract.
The Medieval castles of Sardinia have long been a
subject as fascinating as it is articulated, one which
fascinates scholars from various fields. Taking advantage of previous research experiences, the
work presented here is based on a vision system
on a territorial scale, in the belief that only beginning from this viewpoint is it possible to achieve
an effective knowledge and understanding of
each architectural reality. Without neglecting the
comparison with fortified structures belonging
to different cultural areas of the Mediterranean
basin, aimed at highlighting possible cultural relationships and typological, formal, material and
technical-constructive affinities, the research path
adopted consists in combining the outlooks and
skills of the disciplines of Restoration and Minero-petrography, with the objective of reconstructing the evolution of each artefact, and, through
methods already widely applied in the field of
high-level archeology, of identifying different
classes of chrono-typological masonry. These acquisitions, in addition to offering a contribution to
the History of Architecture, become essential for
correctly addressing any restoration interventions,
as well as being particularly useful for the dating of
other structures that may be difficult to associate
with a specific historical moment, and, in general,
poorly protected due to the lack of recognition of
their historical-cultural significance. For a series of
reasons, substantially connected to their location
and state of conservation, these structures are
often in a state of virtual abandonment, despite
their important political, economic and social role,
a role played for over five centuries. [...].

Marco Atilio Regolo

Un condottiere romano tra storia e mito
Maria Chiara Mazzotta
Marcus Atilius Regulus, a leader in the First Punic
War, represents one of the most famous figures
of the Republican Age. He went down in history
for having first led the Roman legions in Africa
and having suffered, just when he seemed on
the point of victoriously ending the war against
Carthage, a devastating defeat there. Taken prisoner by the Carthaginians, he was sent to Rome
on a diplomatic mission, bound by oath to return
to Carthage if the mission was not successful.
Against his own personal interest, he advised the
Romans against complying with Punic requests
and, true to his word, returned to Carthage only
to die amidst unspeakable tortures, thus becoming an example par excellence of the respect
for fides. The volume aims at reconstructing the
historical reality of this character and of the process that transformed him into a paradigm of Vir
Romanus.
11/2022
Monografie del Centro Ricerche di
Documentazione sull’Antichità Classica, 54
ISBN 9788891326935
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 264
160,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891326973
PDF 160,00 €

11/2022
Storia della tecnica edilizia e restauro dei
monumenti, 15
ISSN 2037-8890
ISBN 9788891322449
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 21 x 29 cm, p. 244
250,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891322470
PDF 250,00 €
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Il Fiore d’Oro

Il cimento del Sole e della Luna
Aurelio Pes

Katia Pes (Ed.)
The volume includes highly personal reworkings
of relevant classical myths, real or imaginary biographies of illustrious figures, and translations
of some sonnets from French and Spanish. A series of reflections on art concludes the work
10/2022
ISBN 9788891326751
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 15 x 21,5 cm, p. 440
Individuals 45,00 €
Istitutions 80,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891326775
PDF Individuals 36,00 €
PDF Institutions 64,00 €
Literature

A global crisis?

Prefetti di pietra

Paolo Cimadomo, Dario Nappo (Eds.)

Pierfrancesco Porena

The Roman Empire has been recently considered
a valid case study for the application of global history and globalisation theories by Roman historians and archaeologists (Pitts and Versluys 2014,
Globalisation and the Roman World: World History, Connectivity and Material Culture). This approach highlights the characteristics of the Roman
Empire as an interconnected world, where numerous cultural, economic, and religious exchanges
took place, creating everywhere a common cultural veneer considered as ‘Roman’. According to
these theories, during the Roman period the Mediterranean knew a high level of economic, cultural,
technological, juridical, and religious connection.
What happened when these connections were
partially interrupted by a ‘crisis’ period? This book
aims to challenge the concepts of globalisation
in the Roman Empire, analysing the periods of
‘crisis’ and ‘recovery’ between the 3rd and the 5th
century CE. Modern scholarship usually assumes
that this connectivity came to an abrupt interruption during a period of crisis (Hekster, de Kleijn
and Slootjes 2007, Crises and the Roman Empire;
Klooster and Kuin 2020, After the Crisis: Remembrance, Re-anchoring and Recovery in Ancient
Greece and Rome). Despite abundant scholarly
works on the subject, no satisfactory and shared
theory of crisis exists. Combining globalisation
and crisis as objects of analysis, we aim to explore
whether the diverse range of trading and cultural
connections – implied by globalisation theories –
would continue or be disrupted once the imperial
world supposedly almost collapsed.[...].

The late antique praetorian prefecture was for
nearly three centuries, from the 4th to the 6th century AD, the highest level of civil administration
in the Roman Empire. The epigraphy produced
by the prefects, both collectively and individually, and the epigraphy for the praetorian prefects
deserve to be examined for their important institutional and social dimension, but also for the
concrete biographical and administrative elements and for the subtle nuances in the expressive practice that this form of communication preserved. The epigraphic material is substantial and
consists of almost two hundred texts. No specific
publication has been devoted to this topic. The
essay aims to illustrate and relate series of epigraphic documents made by praetorian prefects
or dedicated to praetorian prefects, living and
dead, whose correct reading and interpretation
allows to return the texts, their authors and their
addressees to the historical context, i.e. political,
administrative, social and cultural, in which they
acted. The inscriptions present significant regularities, but also important anomalies that prove
decisive in overcoming interpretative difficulties,
and returning these messages to the environment
that created and read them. Epigraphic details
conceal the solution to broader problems. They
illuminate the rhythms of development of the
prefectural office in the context of the late Roman
Empire, at the highest levels of society and in the
context of the most delicate dynamics of government.[...]

The Mediterranean World between the
3rd and the 5th century CE

10/2022
Forma Aperta, 3
ISSN 2704-9736
ISBN 9788891322708
Languages: English; Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 260
DOI 10.48255/9788891322722
200,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891322722
PDF 200,00 €
Classical Studies, History
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Studi sull’epigrafia dei prefetti del
pretorio (IV-VI secolo)

12/2022
Saggi di Storia Antica
ISSN 2612-3762
ISBN 9788891323194
Languages: Italian
Hardback, 13,5 x 20 cm, p. 240
170,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891323255
PDF 170,00 €
Classical Studies, History, Epigraphy
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VERONICA PIRACCINI

I SEGRETI
DELLA PITTURA
L’inizio del desiderio

«L’ERMA di BRETSCHNEIDER»

Un atleta venuto dal mare

I segreti della pittura

Jessica Clementi, Mariateresa Curcio,
Rachele Dubbini (Eds.)

Veronica Piraccini

Criticità e prospettive di un ritorno

In 1964 fishermen from the Italian city of Fano
raised from the sea bottom an ancient bronze
statue: the copy of a Greek artisan who was
meticulous reproducing a renown work in the
Roman world? Or was it Lysippos’ original work,
taken into Italy by the Roman conquerors? The
fact is, this is a piece of universal cultural value,
of which the fierce quarrel over its ownership is
being currently disputed between Italy and the
United States; while the memory of its discovery
and ties to the Adriatic Sea have made it a solid
part of Fano’s cultural heritage. This Athlete statue coming from the sea is called “the Lysippos”,
the “Atleta di Fano”, “the Getty Bronze”, and
the more neutral title: “the Victorious Youth”.
Such as its many names, so are the numerous
unsolved questions about this work of art. This
volume hosts an interdisciplinary debate among
experts addressing the legal issues around it, its
conservation and valorisation, its relationship
with Adriatic area and with the communities who
retain it their rightful heritage, and the topic of
the circulation of Greek works of art in the Roman world. The objective of such a debate is to
bring into the public spotlight the possibilities
and difficulties involved in an eventual return of
the statue to Italy from the Getty Museum, a return now past due for a long time.

l’inizio del desiderio

2022
ISBN 9788891320667
Languages: Italian

Il mundus muliebris a Pompei

Specchi e oggetti da toletta in contesti
domestici
Ria Berg
2022

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 736 circa

Studi e Ricerche del Parco Archeologico di
Pompei, 48

E-ISBN 9788891320698
PDF

ISSN 2612-4750
ISBN 9788891327406
Languages: Italian

Arts and History of Art

Paperback, 24 x 27 cm, p. 376
E-ISBN 9788891327420
PDF
Archaeology, Pompeii

2022

ΑΔΡΙΑΣ, 9
ISSN 1974-7411
ISBN 9788891320452
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 150
E-ISBN 9788891320476
PDF
Cultural Heritage Management
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Italia.
Musei da scoprire.
Sardegna

Italia.
Musei da scoprire.
Abruzzo

Glossario prosopografico
della lirica galego-portoghese
medievale (XII-XIV secolo)

Luana Toniolo (Ed.)

Federica Zalabra (Ed.)

2023

2023

Simone Marcenaro,
Déborah González Matínez (Eds.)

Italia musei da scoprire, 2
ISBN 9788891327017
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 14 x 24 cm, p. 186
E-ISBN 9788891327062
PDF
Museum Guide

Italia musei da scoprire, 3
ISBN 9788891327413
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 14 x 24 cm, p. 128
E-ISBN 9788891327444
PDF
Museum Guide

Galician-Portuguese lyric poetry (12th -14th century) is not only made by words of love, scorn,
praise or reproach, but it is also interwoven with
the experience of historical characters, of their
relations and the places where they happened.
This Glossary, edited by Simone Marcenaro and
Deborah González Martínez, wants to describe
the history of all individuals and places mentioned in Iberian troubadours’ cantigas, with
the ambition of recreating the universe of those
women and men that punctuate the poems and
the historical-geographic context which made
this great literary experience possible.
2023
Filologia Classica e Medievale, 6
ISSN 2612-470X
ISBN 9788891322616
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 558
E-ISBN 9788891322647
PDF
Medieval Studies
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L’ultima volontà

Fontes Antiqui Sabinorum

Teresa Nocita

Elena Tassi Scandone, Laura Maria
Michetti, Daniele F. Maras, C.H. Smith
(Eds.)

Giovanni Boccaccio, il “Decameron” e il
codice Hamilton 90

The adoption of literary prose in Romance literature since the beginning of the 13th century is
one of the most important changes in the European vernacular literary system, which leads to a
restructuring of literary genres in different literatures, with long-term consequences. The volume
addresses this theme by combining two aspects:
on the one hand, the production of texts, with
particular attention to genres that were important for medieval culture, but often neglected,
such as legal, hagiographic and historiographic
prose; on the other hand, the circulation of texts
through manuscripts, which concretely represented the prose models to which readers had
access. It thus became possible to integrate the
normally distinct plans of literary history and the
history of the manuscript tradition.
06/2023
Filologia classica e medievale
ISSN 2612-470X
ISBN 9788891308429
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 102, 2 Pl.
75,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891308382
PDF 75,00 €

The knowledge of ancient Sabina, in its various
aspects, territorial, institutional, cultural and
socio-economic, along with news that have
emerged thanks to the recent increase in archaeological research, is still based mainly on the
testimony of Greek and Latin authors. Their extant works provide us with valuable information
about this ancient people, whose history is intertwined with that of Rome, since its origins. The
volume “Fontes Antiqui Sabinorum. Repertorio
delle fonti greche e latine per la storia dei Sabini” represents a new and easy-to-consult tool
that allows for better research on the history and
social organization of the Sabines.
06 2023
Acta Flaviana, 4
ISSN 2532-974X
ISBN 9788891327437
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 384
250,00 €

Statuto del corpo e annuncio di
salvezza. II

Dalla Grecia di età classica alla Palestina
nel momento di Gesù
Giorgio Camassa
The second volume of the work entitled Statuto del corpo e annuncio di salvezza focuses on
some fundamental topics. After a few pages
devoted to the relationship between health and
salvation in the Acts of the Apostles, attention
shifts to a question about which Judaism and rising Christianity thought long and hard.
06/2023
Problemi e Ricerche di Storia Antica,
ISSN 2283-1789
ISBN 9788891327451
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 14 x 21,5 cm
E-ISBN 9788891327482
PDF
Religious Studies

E-ISBN 9788891327468
PDF 250,00 €
Classical Studies, History, Epigraphy
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Eight Days in Rome with
Giuseppe Vasi

Cassiodoro Varie.
Introduzione generale, Libri I e II.

Selena Anders

Direzione di Andrea Giardina
A cura di Andrea Giardina, Giovanni
Alberto Cecconi, Ignazio Tantillo
con la collaborazione di Fabrizio
Oppedisano
Apparato critico a cura di Nicoletta Brocca
e Angelo Luceri

With the collaboration of Giovanna LenziSandusky and Jennifer Parker
This book entails the first complete English translation of Giuseppe Vasi’s Itinerario Istruttivo Diviso in Otto Giornate (1777). Unlike other guides
to Rome written in the eighteenth century, Vasi’s
was woven into a more extensive oeuvre dedicated to the documentation and visualization of
the Eternal City. In the introduction, this book
tells the dynamic story of Vasi’s comprehensive
representation of Rome from part to whole that
he pursued his entire professional career. Titled
Eight Days in Rome with Giuseppe Vasi, the book
follows the author, mapping his itinerary onto
Giovanni Battista Nolli’s Nuova Pianta di Roma
(1748). In addition, it provides contemporary
photographs of the buildings and urban spaces
he illustrates and describes in the text to provide
modern readers with a better understanding of
the evolution of the city’s urban environment.
Finally, this project analyzes how historical travel
literature such as Vasi’s can expand our present
knowledge of a city’s evolution, and those who
contributed to its development, including the female saints, matrons, artists, and architects often
left out of the guidPDF tradition and history in
general.
2023
ISBN 9788891326836
Languages: English

Cassiodoro Varie , 1
ISBN 9788891300126
Languages: Italian ; Latin
Cloth Hardback, 19 x 28 cm, p. 384
320,00 €

Il caso studio di Adulis

Susanna Bortolotto, Nelly Cattaneo,
Serena Massa, Tsegai Medin
In antiquity the town of Adulis, 50 km ca. south
of Massawa (Eritrea), was one of the most important harbours of the Red Sea within the net
of cultural and trade contacts between Mediterranean, Orient and Africa. New archaeological
research started in 2011, thanks to the collaboration between the Eritrean Commission for Culture and Sports and several Italian Universities,
coordinated by the Research Centre on Eastern
Desert (Ce.R.D.O.), aims at providing a broader
understanding of Adulis, both in time and space,
mostly in relation to the debated theme of the
development of urbanisation in the region. Besides the research, the aim is to outline the method shaped in ten years of fieldworks and investigations, a truly transdisciplinary and multiscale
approach to the archaeological site, sharing with
local communities the targets and the results.

E-ISBN 9788891300171
PDF 320,00 €

2023

Classical Studies, History

Bibliotheca Archaeologica
ISSN 2240-8347
ISBN 9788891327741
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 21,5 x 28 cm, p. 215

Paperback, 16,5 x 24 cm, p. 648

E-ISBN 978889132765
PDF

E-ISBN 9788891326850
PDF

Archaeology
Peer Reviewed

Arts and History of Art
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Lezioni Marciane 4, Venezia
prima delle origini
Maddalena Bassani, Marco Molin (Eds.)
In the year of the celebrations of the origins of
Venice, this volume offers a reflection on the reality of the lagoon in pre-Roman and Roman times,
based on new, important data found through recent research.
2023
Venetia / Venezia, 12
ISSN 2612-3703
ISBN 9788891323156
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm
110,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891323170
PDF 110,00 €
History

Le vie del Gotico in Abruzzo
Cristiana Pasqualetti
The book reconstructs the development of the
figurative arts in Abruzzo from the central decades of the 14th century to the first half of the
15th century, pivoting on the work of the ‘Maestro
di Beffi’ – so named by the famous Triptych in
the Museo Nazionale d’Abruzzo – identified by
the author with the documented Leonardo di Sabino da Teramo, a painter resident in Sulmona
from 1385 and active there until 1435. His early
transfer to inland Abruzzo in the footsteps of
the painter Antonio d’Atri and his close relations
with the goldsmiths of Sulmona determined the
late Gothic flowering of the regional pictorial
language. In the work of the ‘Master of Beffi’,
active on panels and in frescoes, as an illuminator and as a painter of wooden statues, the two
main lines of 14th-century figurative production in
Abruzzo – that of the Adriatic and that of Spoleto – converged, to which an autonomous dignity
of ‘school’ must be acknowledged overall. The
success of the pictorial formula devised by the
‘Master of Beffi’ – boldly expressive and eccentrically decorative – is also demonstrated by the
appreciation received by his pupils and collaborators, among whom are the amazing ‘Master
of the Caldora Chapel’ and the goldsmith Nicola da Guardiagrele, both of whom were able to
obtain commissions even beyond the borders of
the Kingdom of Naples.

Coroplastica della Magna Grecia
e della Sicilia nella Collezione di
Antichita’ del Museo di Belle Arti
di Budapest
Ágnes Bencze
2023
ISBN 9788891322326
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm
E-ISBN 9788891322357
PDF
Classical Studies, Archaeology

2023
ISBN 9788891327024
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 21,5 x 28 cm
E-ISBN 9788891327048
PDF
Medieval Studies, Art History
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Retorica e politica

Tracce di diplomazia culturale nel
tempo (Rhetoric & Politics. Tracking
Cultural Diplomacy Through the Ages)
Pia Carolla, Francesca Gazzano (Eds.)
In times of Soft Power and Public Diplomacy it
may seem paradoxical to trace the paths of cultural diplomacy from ancient Greece to the contemporary era. In fact, these paths seem to be
outdated and not easily correlated. Yet, between
the Greek poleis and current Public Diplomacy
there is more of a solid fil-rouge than you might
think. The intertwining of diplomacy and culture
between these two chronological extremes is
here investigated through a series of case studies that are distributed through space and time,
from the civilisations of the ancient world to the
defence of the European Union.
2023
Rapporti interstatali nella storia. Dall’antichità al
mondo contemporaneo, 8
ISSN 2283-0693
Languages: Italian; English
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm
E-ISBN 9788891322975
PDF
Classical Studies, History

Il mio nome è Auxesia ma tutti
mi chiamano Damia

Buddhist translation practices in
Medieval China

Concetta Masseria

Laura Lettere

The volume contains a series of essays that take
into consideration the figure of Woman and that
analyse aspects of woman’s daily life, from birth
to death, through literary, historical, historical-artistic and iconographic testimonies: the representation of a female world observed and studied through the details that define its contours
and characterise its most striking peculiarities,
together with its most hidden secrets.
From these writings emerge the names of Penelope, Baubo, Galanthis, Galatea, and other
ladies from the ancient traditions. But, most importantly, there emerges the very sweet shadow
of a little girl who has been unable to follow her
own destiny. It is to her that the book gives a
name, entrusting this little girl with the fil-rouge
that binds the volume’s stories together.

This work was born with the intention of analysing the phenomenon of translation from a historical-religious perspective, through the study of
the Sanskrit poem Buddhacharita (1st - 2nd century AD), today the most famous hagiography
of the historical Buddha, and its sole Chinese
translation, completed at the beginning of the
5th century AD. The study presents the various
stages that led the Buddhacharita to become a
classic of Buddhist literature in an academic context and then proposes a historical contextualization and a redetermination of the value of the
Chinese translation: often criticised for not being
sufficiently adherent to the original, the Chinese
translation is widely cited in academic studies as
a “substitute” for the lost parts of the Sanskrit
poem. For the first time, this study intends to
place the Chinese translation at the centre of a
philological and historical analysis, highlighting
how it contributed to the spread of a model for
the historical Buddha’s biography throughout
East Asia.

Storie di donne

2023
ISBN 9788891322593
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm
E-ISBN 9788891322623
PDF
Classical Studies, History

The case of the Buddhacarita

2023
Forma Aperta, 4
ISSN 2704-9736
ISBN 9788891322630
Languages: English
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm
E-ISBN 9788891322678
PDF
Religious Studies, Asia
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Giovanni Antonio Cybei (17061784)
Scultura, Mercato e Accademia, tra
Carrara e l’Europa del Settecento

Tempio della Magna Mater a
Leptis Magna

Insula Occidentalis: Le case sulle
mura

Gilberto Montali

Casa del Bracciale d’Oro, Marco Fabio
Rufo e Ma. Castricio: i nuovi scavi

Andrea Fusani

2023

Mario Grimaldi (Ed.)

Grandson, pupil and successor of Giovanni
Baratta (1670-1747), the sculptor from Carrara
Giovanni Antonio Cybei (1706-1784) directed
the historic family workshop for forty years, completing the transformation process from marble
industry to Academy initiated by the Master. The
Baratta clientele, the complex relationship with
merchants, and the belated, however broad,
affirmation throughout the European courts, define the progressive evolution of a long and articulated activity, thanks to which works realised in
Carrara spread throughout the Grand Duchy of
Tuscany and the Kingdom of Naples, as well as
in Russia, Poland, Germany and France.
The result of twenty years of research, the volume
completes the experiences gained in the exhibitions organized in 2021 to celebrate the two
hundred and fifty years of the Carrara Academy
of Fine Arts, of which Cybei was Primary Director, by broadening perspectives and presenting
a significantly expanded and revised catalogue
raisonné of Cybei’s works for the first time.
The figure of the sculptor is profoundly revisited,
no longer relegated to the margins of an exhausted late Baroque experience, but as a figure at the
centre of that period of renewal of language in
the classicist sense which anticipated the broader
cultural changes of the late 18th century.
In ideal (and methodological) continuity with the
works of C. Giometti and F. Freddolini dedicated to Domenico Guidi (1625-1701) and Giovanni Baratta, the volume intends to offer a broad
overview of the material and social history of Italian and European sculpture.

Monografie di Archeologia Libica, 49

The history of the excavations and studies on
the houses of the Insula Occidentalis finds a
significant example in the two publications that
involved the House of Marco Fabio Rufo, for
its central position and as an urban terminal of
the important Via di Nola, as it is affected by all
those elements that characterized the survey in
this part of the city.
Since 2004 a research has been started inside
and outside the houses covered by the Research
Project entitled Insula Occidentalis: the houses
on the walls of the Suor Orsola Benincasa University directed by Umberto Pappalardo and
Mario Grimaldi, divided into two various aspects,
on the one hand a reconstruction of the previous excavation data and recontextualization of
the paintings removed in the Bourbon period
(Aoyagi, Pappalardo 2006) and on the other, a
new campaign of archaeological investigations
through the realization of stratigraphic tests conducted inside the garden of the houses of the
Golden Bracelet, Marco Fabio Rufo and Maius
Castricius.
The oldest stratigraphies date back to the first
decades of the 1st century BC. and attest to the
use of this stretch outside the walls in relation to
the use of the Porta Occidentalis and the extra
moenia sanctuary area dedicated to a female divinity (Minerva Italica).

2023
L’ErmArte
ISSN 2612-4718
ISBN 9788891323019
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 444

ISSN 0077-0493
ISBN 9788891327475
Languages: Italian
Paperback
E-ISBN 9788891327505
PDF
Archaeology

2023
Studia Archaeologica
ISSN 0081-6299
ISBN 9788891323033
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm
E-ISBN 9788891323088
PDF

E-ISBN 9788891323057
PDF
Arts and History of Art
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L’Arco dei Severi a Leptis Magna
Antonino Di Vita, Maria Antonietta Rizzo,
Giuseppe Mazzilli (Eds.)
The current monograph represents the full and
complete publication of a key, landmark monument for the Roman imperial architecture –
namely, the Severan Arch at Lepcis Magna. As
a matter of fact, this well-known monument has
long been investigated, excavated and restored
by Italian archaeologists, from 1921 up to 2004,
but, to date, never been published as a whole.
Thus, the current book aims to fill up such a scientific gap, based on the thorough analysis of
the documentation archived at the University of
Macerata, Italy. It includes: the history of its excavation and the analysis of its restoration over the
years, historically contextualized; the detailed
study of its architecture (employed building
materials, description of the structures, analysis
of the decoration, recognition of the building
phases); the position of the monument within the
urban plan of the city, the historic framework and
its place in the huge building activity during the
Severan age at Lepcis, emphasizing its symbolic
significance; the role of the arch within the architectural typology of Roman triumphal arches
and, more generally, within the Roman provincial
architecture, in comparison with “official” models. Some further notes about the already published sculptural decoration and about the issue
of the inscription complete the whole study in
additional, specific chapters. An introductory
overview about the publication project, the history, and the significance of the analysed monument, by M.A. Rizzo Di Vita, is also included.
2023
Monografie di Archeologia Libica, 50
ISSN 0077-0493
ISBN 9788891323125
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 21 x 29,5 cm
E-ISBN 9788891323149
PDF
Classical Studies, Archaeology
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E.L.T. Mesens e il Surrealismo
in Italia negli anni Cinquanta e
Sessanta
Caterina Caputo
The study of the diffusion and reception of Surrealism in Italy after the Second World War remains to this day a research field yet to be widely
explored. This volume intends to offer a contribution in this area by presenting, through the
analysis of a substantial corpus of unpublished
letters, the relationships that the Belgian surrealist artist Édouard Léon Théodore Mesens (Brussels, 1903-1971) interweaved, between the 1950s
and 1960s, with a number of artists, gallery owners and collectors active in the cities of Milan and
Venice. Within a lively context open to new national and international artistic experimentation,
in Italy Mesens came into contact with a young
generation of politically committed artists, who
were interested in the legacy of Surrealism and
were working with different media, from painting
to collage, from photography to poetry. A direct
imprint of this contribution remains in the artist’s
unpublished correspondence, in the pages of
numerous Italian magazines of the time, and in
the exhibitions that some well-known galleries
of the peninsula dedicated not only to historical Surrealism, but also to the new currents that
arose from the poetic and ideological legacy of
this avant-garde movement.
2023
L’ErmArte, 30
ISSN 2612-4718
ISBN 9788891323187
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 92
E-ISBN 9788891327499
PDF
Arts and History of Art

Il territorio come patrimonio
culturale

Letture comparate e integrate nella
conca dell’ ’alto reatino’
Maria Piera Sette (Ed.)
The area under study, located in the central
sector of the Apennine mountain chain, on the
north-eastern limit of the region, between the
municipalities of Amatrice and Accumoli, shows
a typically rural landscape featuring widespread
settlement, which not only testifies to distant
origins, but makes it qualify as an area of significant anthropic, naturalistic and environmental
value. By referring to history, the research studies the current space-environment, with special
attention towards the recognition of the system’s
peculiarities - outlined by natural structuring and
anthropic activity - which, although formed by
different components, determines a structural
unicum; in addition, by focusing its attention
on small settlements, the research deepens the
study of historical buildings, their construction
features, and the state of post-earthquake damage.

2023
Nuovi Strumenti, 5
ISSN 2612-4734
ISBN 9788891322777
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 24,5 x 24 cm
E-ISBN 9788891322807
PDF
Cultural Heritage Conservation and Management
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Cities: The future of the Past
Architecture, Urban Planning and
Restoration in Iran and Italy

Michele Asciutti, Romano Cerro, Eleonora
Scopinaro (Eds.)
The opportunities of exchange among scholars
at an international level in the field of architecture open up to a dialogue, also from a multidisciplinary point of view, proposing contents
and methods to be shared, in order to activate
a profitable comparison on research proposals,
study paths, experiences, results.
The collection proposed here of many contributions presented at the first International
Conference on Architecture, Urban Planning
and Restoration wants to represent examples of
reading, interpretation and intervention on art,
architecture, historical fabric, in the belief that
understanding the past is the best foundation
for building the future.

2023
Nuovi Strumenti, 6
ISSN 2612-4734
ISBN 9788891322821
Languages: English
Paperback, 24,5 x 24 cm

Pericle e il femminile nella storia
Umberto Bultrighini
This volume traces the story of Pericles, the most
representative politician of Athens’ Classical
Age, highlighting the role of the women who
had, at various levels and in various ways, relations with him. An in-depth and disenchanted
reading of the sources reveals a degree of conditioning of Pericles’ political choices by characters such as Elpinice and Aspasia, which has
been studied only to a limited extent in research,
and then only through the distorting lens of a vision prejudicial to the role of women in Greek
society. The strong Periclean attention to the
female universe, moreover, provided a powerful
tool of denigration to critics and opponents of
his time; in particular, we see clear signs of this
in theatrical communication and in a disparaging type of journalism whose most emblematic
representative was Stesimbrotos of Thasos. But
it is precisely the basic prejudice against women, which in hostile sources informs a distorted
reading of Pericles’ political activity, that, once
well focused, allows us to propose a stimulating
reconstruction of the intertwining between the
private life and public commitment of this great
Athenian statesman.

Lo stucco e il marmo

Ricerche sulle cappelle gentilizie
romane 1570-1620
Fabrizio Di Marco,
Augusto Roca De Amicis
2023
Nuovi Strumenti, 7
ISSN 2612-4734
ISBN 9788891322869
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 24,5 x 24 cm, p. 120
E-ISBN 9788891322883
PDF
Cultural Heritage Conservation and Management

2023
Problemi e Ricerche di Storia Antica, 35

E-ISBN 9788891322845
PDF

ISSN 2283-1789
ISBN 9788891322715
Languages: Italian

Cultural Heritage Conservation and Management

Paperback, 14 x 21,5 cm, p. 200
E-ISBN 9788891322753
PDF
Classical Studies, History
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La Santissima Trinità in Monte
Oliveto

Un monastero vallombrosano alle porte
di Verona
Angelo Passuello, Francesco Salvestrini
(Eds.)
The monastery of the Santissima Trinità in Monte
Oliveto in Verona was founded at the beginning
of the 12th century by the Vallombrosan monks,
who arrived in the city from Central Italy during
the Church Reform thanks to the fundamental
contribution of Matilde di Canossa and the Major Abbots of the Order, Bernardo degli Uberti
and Atto da Pistoia. From a Reformist perspective, the institution became a strategic outpost
of Roman obedience in an episcopal see traditionally pro-imperial and hostile to the Papacy.
This volume, thanks to the contribution of researchers from different disciplinary fields and
considering the most up-to-date research perspectives, provides a new critical interpretation
of the history, archeology, architecture, art and
restoration of the monument from its foundation
to beginning of the Modern Age.

La chiesa di S. Antonio Abate a
Milano
Origini e sviluppo di un insediamento
teatino
Rossana Ravesi
The volume covers the architectural history of
the Church of Sant’Antonio Abate and adjoining
convent in Milan, from the arrival of the Regular Theatine Clerical Friars who resided there,
until the Napoleonic suppression of the Order.
Unpublished documentary and iconographic
sources, relating to the period of residence of
the Theatines, support the study of the evolution
of a workshop of great architectural and urban
value, taking into account the historical, political
and religious context of the time.
2023
L’ErmArte

2023

ISSN 2612-4718
ISBN 9788891327130
Languages: Italian

LermArte

Paperback, 17x24, p. 84

ISSN 2612-4718
ISBN 9788891327116
Languages: Italian

E-ISBN 9788891327154
PDF

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 234
E-ISBN 9788891327147
PDF
Arts and History of Art

Arts and History of Art, Architecture

Lucerne di Leptis Magna

Dall’età ellenistica all’età tardo-antica
Silvia Forti
The volume offers, through the catalogue of
more than 2000 examples, a panorama of exceptional importance concerning the clay lamps of
Leptis Magna, a unique corpus both for the state
of conservation of the lamps and for the variety of
the typologies and for the richness of the iconographic and epigraphic apparatuses as well as
for the wide chronological range involved, which
goes from the Hellenistic age to the late antique
age. The text portrays a broad socio-economic
picture on imports, local production, distribution
and circulation of this class of materials in Africa
and, more generally, in the Mediterranean area.
The oil lamps are presented by types arranged
in chronological order and according to the area
of production, in order to facilitate the understanding of their typological and chronological
articulation. The volume offers an analysis of the
clay bodies and epigraphic elements present on
the oil lamps, which makes it possible to identify
with certainty the different ateliers to which the
imported oil lamps belonged and to identify the
local workshops, reconstructing their production, development and distribution dynamics.
2023
Monografie di Archeologia Libica, 45
ISSN 0077-0493
ISBN 9788891318527
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 21 x 29,5 cm, p. 792
600,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891322746
PDF 600,00 €
PDF
Classical Studies, Archaeology, Ceramics
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Le tombe dipinte della Bulgaria The Painted Tombs of Bulgaria
Tra l’età classica e la prima età
ellenistica - From the Classical to the
Early Hellenistic Period

Liu Zhenyun

Xu Haofeng

I mangiatori
di anguria

All’ombra
della spada

Chigua shidai
de ernümen

Dāo bèi cáng shēn

«L’ERMA» di BRETSCHNEIDER
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I mangiatori di anguria

(original title: Chigua shidai de
ernümen)
Liu Zhenyun

Consuelo Manetta

Translated by Patrizia Liberati

This contextual study of funerary painting sheds
new light on artistic, social, and religious traditions of the Thracian elite, and 3D technologies
reveal some of the faded imagery. This is the first
analysis of all pictorial documents discovered
so far in 5th-3rd century BC tumular stone cist
graves and chamber tombs in today’s Bulgaria.
As new studies detect similar patterns in other
arts, painting reveals the complex interaction
between Greek and Thracian communities, and
confirms the impact of Greek art on Thracian’s
cultural history, far before the Hellenistic koine.
Whether artistic methods and conventional
Greek iconography penetrated the final resting
places of the Thracian elite, local traditions and
identity continued to be fiercely defended.

Una feroce ed esilarante satira dei costumi ambientata nella Cina di provincia. Le dinamiche
sociali di un Paese in cui la classe contadina ormai senza terra si costruisce nuovi ruoli al fianco
di piccoli funzionari corrotti, assetati di potere
e avidi di denaro, che si illudono di condurre il
gioco.

2023

Paperback, 12,5 x 19,5 cm

Studia Archaeologica
ISSN 0081-6299
ISBN 9788891309891
Languages: Italian; English

2023
L’Erma - Letteratura cinese (Chinese Literature
series), 2
ISBN 9788891327512
Languages: Italian

All’ombra della spada

(original title: Dāo bèi cáng shēn)
Xu Haofeng
Translated by Patrizia Liberati
2023
L’Erma - Letteratura cinese (Chinese Literature
series), 3
ISBN 9788891327550
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 12,5 x 19,5 cm
E-ISBN 9788891327574
PDF
Literature

E-ISBN 9788891327536
PDF
Literature

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 424
Price 255,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891309938
PDF 255,00 €
Archaeology
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FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

Santi Vincenzo e Anastasio a
Trevi

Una chiesa romana tra papato e glorie
francesi
Vittoria Brunetti, Marco Coppolaro (Eds.)
The volume describes the history of the Church
of Saints Vincent and Anastasius – located in the
Rione Trevi, Rome – from its medieval origins to
the early twentieth century.
The original design of the Early Medieval building is traced through its transformations, both architectural and decorative, until the total reconstruction promoted from 1646 by Cardinal Giulio
Mazarin, Chief Minister of France. Following this
initiative, the church was associated for a certain
period with the French factions in Rome, culminating in the funeral services of the Cardinal, celebrated there in 1661.
The subsequent decorative phases of the church
are read in light of the succession of different
congregations – first the Order of the Friars of
Saint Jerome, then the Caracciolini, followed by
the Camillians and finally the Cistercians – and
the related constant rearrangement of the interior, each time responding to the changing needs
of worship, devotion and taste.
Finally, the volume examines a crucial feature of
the church throughout its history, namely its status as parish church for the Quirinal Palace, which
led it to become the place where the precordia
and embalmed hearts of the popes from Sixtus
V to Leo XIII are conserved. This final theme includes research on aspects related to the papal
ceremonial and the worship of the pontiff’s body.
06/2023
Ecclasiae Urbis. Collana di volumi monografici
sulle chiese di Roma, 2
ISBN 9788891327215
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 20 x 24 cm
Individuals € 40,00
Institutions € 115,00
E-ISBN 9788891327253
PDF Individuals 32,00 €
PDF Institutions 92,00 €

Lorenzo Ottoni e il sistema della
scultura a Roma tra fine Seicento
e primo Settecento
Vittoria Brunetti

«L’ERMA» di BRETSCHNEIDER

Atti del convegno Spina 10-11 giugno
2022

Lorenzo Ottoni (1648-1736) rightfully deserves to
be recognised among the leading figures in Roman sculpture between the seventeenth and the
eighteenth century. Educated in the workshops
of Antonio Giorgetti and Ercole Ferrata, he took
his first steps as an independent artist in the service of the Barberini family, and, following the
death of Gian Lorenzo Bernini and his close associates, was hailed by the Director of the French
Academy in Rome as «le meilleur sculpteur de
Rome après Domenico Guidi». During the 1680s
he developed a distinctive approach to portrait
sculpture and in the following two decades,
alongside his prolific stucco production, he participated in several monumental and collaborative workshops. From the second decade of the
eighteenth century, he worked mainly in stucco
in St. Peter’s Basilica, which earned him the coveted ‘title’ of “Basilicae Vaticanae sculptor”.
These are the highlights of his long career, almost sixty years of activity during which he assumed the role of witness, sometimes active,
sometimes passive, of a changing world, carrying the Roman sculpture from Bernini’s death to
the early eighteenth century.
The first complete catalogue raisonné of his
works, complemented by a detailed documentary appendix, this volume traces Ottoni’s position
– stylistic and historical – in the contest of the
Roman arts system, providing insights into one
of the most prolific workshops of the period as
well as into the practices for achieving success in
the Rome of the time.

The importance of the past as a fundamental
tool for understanding the present has long
been clear. For this reason, it seems necessary
to take advantage of every opportunity, such as
that offered by the centenary of the discovery of
the Etruscan necropolis of Spina, to enrich the
reflection on the many interrelations between
the classical world and the contemporary. That
is what this volume aims at, intentionally articulated on different research levels. Recalling the
importance of History and Archaeology, disciplines that lay at the basis of the Italian colonial
vision, from the late 19th century to Republican
times, the contributions offer the reader a rich
contextualisation of the sedimentation process
of the myth of Spina. A path lasting centuries,
including contributions from literature, poetry and the figurative arts. But the volume also
intends to be a historical reconstruction of the
multiplicity of repercussions that the Spina myth
had, in terms of territorial organization and
management of cultural policies, on the city of
Ferrara: an important legacy, capable of making
its effects felt in the present, not only regarding
the city’s intense activity as a pole of aggregation of local energies, but also because of the
crucial nature of that past as a stumbling block
placed upon the path of our frenetic contemporary societies.

2024

ΑΔΡΙΑΣ, 10

L’ErmArte,

ISSN 1974-7411
ISBN 9788891327543
Languages: Italian

ISSN 2612-4718
ISBN 9788891327529
Languages: Italian
Hardback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 370
E-ISBN 9788891326980
PDF
Arts and History of Art
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SPINA 22.
L’eredità del mondo classico, tra
politica e sviluppo del territorio.

Andrea Baravelli, Rachele Dubbini (Edd.)

2024

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 200
E-ISBN 9788891327581
PDF
Etruscan Studies, Archaeology, History of
Archaeology

FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

Biagio Marin

In lode di Antemio

Edda Serra (Ed.)

Fabrizio Oppedisano

“For Falco, Personal Notes, Insights and Notes”
are the unpublished manuscript notebooks of Biagio Marin which are now held at the University
of Pavia. The notebooks are the poet’s private
diary which he wrote during 1942 throughout
January 1944, years that proved crucial for Italy
which was engaged in the Second World War.
Biagio Marin was one of the great Italians poets
of twentieth century who wrote Canti de l’isola a
poem in the Paleoveneto dialecƒt of Grado. In
these diaries he tells about his pain as a father
who has lost his son in battle on 25 July 1943 and
of his scandalized feelings as citizen and as an
intellectual, confused by the ruin of his country,
which is followed through the critical reading of
the period’s press.

This book offers the first Italian translation, with
introduction and commentary, of the two carmina which Sidonius Apollinaris dedicated to
Anthemius for his second consulate: the panegyric in hexameters and its preface in elegiac
couplets. This text, opening Sidonius’ poetic collection, constitutes the last imperial panegyric in
the history of the Roman West. Its verses, wanted
by the emperor and declaimed before the senators, were to convey the official image of the
new regime, which had just been settled (spring
467) after almost two years of interregnum. Not
only does the analysis of the panegyric allow us
to grasp essential aspects of Antemius’ profile,
but more generally it sheds light on the balances
of power between the protagonists of the political life of Rome (Anthemius, Ricimer, the Senate),
on the relations with Constantinople, and on the
tensions that stirred the central Mediterranean
on the eve of 476.

I manoscritti di Pavia

02/2023
Poesia e prosa tra XX e XXI secolo, 1
ISBN 9788891319753
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 300
180,00 €
E-ISBN 9788891319777
PDF 180,00 €

L’ultimo panegirico di Roma imperiale

05/2023
Saggi di Storia Antica, 44
ISSN 2612-3762
ISBN 9788891319760
Languages: Italian
Hardback, 13,5 x 20 cm, p. 272
190,00 €

Altamura - Museo archeologico
Nazionale Ceramica Italiota
a figure rosse sovraddipinta
monocroma e policroma,
lekythoi a reticolo (I)
Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum. Italia,
LXXXVII
Francesca Rosa Pesce
02/2023
Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum. Italia, 87
ISSN 1724-4560
ISBN 9788891327567
Languages: Italian
Hardback, 23 x 32 cm
E-ISBN 9788891327604
PDF
Classical Studies, Archaeology, Ceramics, Art
History

Italian Literary Criticism
E-ISBN 9788891319791
PDF 190,00 €
Late Antiquity, Latin Philology
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FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

Fiscalités antiques.

Aux origines de l’administration
provinciale romaine
Michaël Girardin (Ed.)
How did Ancient Rome, with its gigantic empire,
organize its fiscal system? Numerous were the
local traditions to be taken into account while
building the Roman fiscal administration. So
many specific situations were acknowledge that
one could even wonder whether there existed “a
Roman taxation system” at all. By studying the
preroman fiscal systems and their evolutions in
the immediate aftermath of Roman integration,
the aim of this book is to demonstrate the empiric running of the Roman administration and
its ability to adapt itself to different contexts, in
order to build an empire.
05/2023
Bibliotheca Aperta 3
ISBN 9788891327246
Languages: French
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 160
E-ISBN 9788891327260
PDF

Prasio lo smeraldo degli
imperatori.

Indagine archeogemmologica sulle
pietre verdi di Plinio.
Enrico Butini e Flavio Butini
Il presente lavoro intende essere un omaggio
alla grande capacità di gemmologo, oltre che di
geniale naturalista di Caio Plinio Secondo, che
con i suoi scritti hanno notevolmente contribuito
allo studio delle gemme conosciute nel mondo
antico. Con un approccio pressoché scientifico e
molto avanzato per il suo tempo, di ogni Gemma
Plinio descrive le caratteristiche, i metodi di riconoscimento, la lavorazione, l’incisione e il modo
in cui si poteva imitare, al fine di frodare il committente. Ne indica inoltre le proprietà fisiche e
le altre peculiarità, non trascurando gli aspetti
magici e terapeutici a esse attribuiti, anche se
con molti distinguo ed esplicite riserve.
Merito di Plinio è prima di tutto la citazione delle fonti cui attinge; infatti è solo grazie a lui che
conosciamo molti artigiani antichi soprattutto
greci. Anche a proposito della materia che costituiva la moltitudine di pietre verdi conosciute
nella sua epoca egli ci tramanda nella sua Naturalis Historia precise descrizioni di ognuna,
dando così ai moderni gemmologi l’occasione
di interpretare e cercare di ottenere da queste
una precisa precisa o quantomeno appropriata
denominazione gli emologica applicabile a tale
variegato e confuso mondo fine ultimo di questo
lavoro.
05/2023
Bibliotheca Archaeologica
ISSN 2240-8347
Languages: Italian, English
Paperback 21,5 x 28 cm, p. 224 color
PDF
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Cnaeus Domitius Ulpianus.
Ad edictum libri I-II
Cristina Giachi
11/2022
Scriptores Iuris Romani, 15
ISSN 2612-503X
ISBN 9788891327093
Languages: Italian, Latin
Cloth Hardback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 298.
E-ISBN 9788891327123
PDF
Roman Law, Latin philology, Classical Studies

FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

« Crassus, pratique et théorie
du pouvoir »

Memorabilia Pompeiana.

Pompei I 14.

Maria Teresa Schettino

Silvio La Paglia

Carmen D’Anna

Between the 18th and 19th centuries, Naples and
its kingdom were a lively hub for the antiquarian
milieu, both local and non-local. The Bourbon
Crown made a noteworthy effort to safeguard
the archaeological heritage of the State, especially following the beginning of the excavations
in the Vesuvian sites: Herculaneum in 1738, Pompeii in 1748, and Stabia in 1749. In fact, these
“regi scavi” were an allodial asset, meaning that
they were a private property of the Bourbons.
Focusing on Pompeii, its (re)discovery in 1748 had
an immediate echo in the cultural background
at the time and was widely spread throughout
Europe. The extraordinary state of conservation
of the artefacts recovered at Pompeii lured collectors from everywhere, who tried (successfully
or not) to obtain some of these findings, despite
the strict governmental regulations.
The main aim of this work is to track down the
Pompeiana exported to European collections,
both public and private, during the period 17481830, namely from the debut of the Bourbon investigations in the ancient Campanian city to the
death of King Francis I, thus playing out almost
in parallel to the evolution of the legal system
governing the historical-artistic heritage of the
Parthenopean kingdom. Another important objective is to define the modes that allowed collectors to enter into possession of such a kind of
antiquities. For each artefact taken into account,
retracing its collecting itinerary is a fundamental
goal; furthermore, identifying its contextual data
is an intriguing challenge. Meticulous archival research, mainly carried out in the Archivio di Stato
di Napoli and the Archivio Storico del Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli, has been essential to developing the whole study.

L’immenso patrimonio edilizio delle città vesuviane rappresenta ancora, a più di 250 anni dalla loro
scoperta, un fertile terreno di ricerca, soprattutto
quando l’attenzione degli studiosi è attirata da
contesti meno noti, in aree di più recente esplorazione. Lo studio condotto sull’insula I 14 rappresenta in modo esemplare le possibilità offerte da
un’indagine di questo genere: un contesto sostanzialmente inedito, rivelatosi foriero di importanti
riflessioni sullo sviluppo urbanistico e sui «modelli» insediativi del settore sud-orientale della città.
L’analisi delle tecniche edilizie, dei rapporti stratigrafici e delle decorazioni parietali e pavimentali
superstiti, ha consentito di ricostruire le macrofasi
di occupazione dell’isolato, con gli inevitabili mutamenti a cui le singole unità abitative sono andate
incontro nel corso della loro lunga storia abitativa.
Le riflessioni più interessanti sono emerse dalla ricostruzione delle prime fasi occupazionali, mentre
un’analisi più articolata dello status quo ante 79
d.C. è stata resa possibile dal recupero dei materiali rinvenuti in contesto. Lo studio dei reperti,
limitatamente all’analisi della loro distribuzione e
quantità, ha consentito di formulare ipotesi sullo
stato di frequentazione e abbandono delle singole unità abitative, e di far emergere profondi
cambiamenti di destinazione d’uso degli spazi nel
periodo immediatamente pre-eruttivo.

04/2023

Paperback, 24 x 27 cm

Studi e Ricerche del Parco Archeologico di
Pompei, 49

PDF

Plus de quarante ans après la dernière monographie sur Crassus, ce livre revient, avec une analyse
renouvelée et minutieuse des sources antiques,
sur l’expérience politique de ce protagoniste de la
République. Le résultat est un portrait inédit, où sa
conception et son activité politiques sont replacées
dans le cadre familial et dans le contexte historique
de son temps. Le propos de cette étude est loin
d’être une réhabilitation de Crassus ; il s’agit plutôt
de soumettre les stéréotypes à une critique sévère,
afin de mieux cerner les mécanismes du pouvoir
ainsi que du système institutionnel romain.
A distanza di oltre quarant’anni dall’ultima monografia su Crasso, questo libro torna, con un’analisi
rinnovata e puntuale delle fonti antiche, sull’esperienza politica di questo protagonista della
repubblica. L’esito è un ritratto inedito, dove la
sua concezione e attività politica sono inserite nel
contesto familiare e nel quadro storico del suo
tempo. Lo scopo di questo studio è lungi dall’essere una riabilitazione di Crasso; è invece quello
di sottoporre a critica stringente gli stereotipi, per
meglio identificare i meccanismi del potere e del
sistema istituzionale romano.
Over forty years after the last monograph on Crassus, this book returns, with a renewed and accurate
analysis of ancient sources, to the political experience of this protagonist of the republic. The result is
an unusual portrait, where his conception and political activity are inserted in the family context and in
the historical framework of his time. The purpose of
this study is far from a rehabilitation of Crassus; it is
instead to subject stereotypes to stringent criticism,
in order to better identify the mechanisms of power
as well as of the Roman institutional system.
11/2022
Monografie del Centro Ricerche di
Documentazione sull’Antichità Classica, 55
Languages: French
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm, p. 350

Antichità da Pompei nelle collezioni
europee (1748-1830).

Le unità abitative e i materiali in
contesto.

05/2023
Studi e Ricerche del Parco Archeologico di
Pompei, 50
ISSN 2612-4750
Languages: Italian

ISSN 2612-4750
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 24 x 27 cm

PDF
PDF
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FORTHCOMING JOURNALS

Minima Epigraphica et
Papyrologica.
Anno XXV. 2022 fasc. 27
Felice Costabile (Ed.)
The ‘Minima Epigraphica et Papyrologica’ journal stands out for its interdisciplinary character:
the majority of the articles published in a quarter
of a century, in fact, draws inspiration from epigraphic or papyrus documents to give a critical
edition not only in terms of the text, but also
under the profile of the historical, legal and literary context. Often that context also entailed the
publication of archaeological data. The chronology under study is that of Greek and Roman
civilization, within which scientific contributions
have not been lacking on other aspects of ancient civilizations, which have had relations with
Greece and with Rome, as in the case of Jewish civilization. Many documents have had their
‘editio princeps’ on the pages of the magazine,
and in other cases ‘editio altera’ has been fundamental from a textual point of view. The collaboration is open to all scholars with articles in
the most common European Languages: and in
Latin. The essays are peer-reviewed using the
double-blind system recommended by CUN
(prot. 423, 24.02.2010) and ANVUR. The journal
has an annual periodicity.
12/2022

Bullettino dell’Istituto di Diritto
Romano “Vittorio Scialoja”.
Quarta Serie - Vol. XII. Dell’intera
collezione Vol. CXVI, 2022

The Bullettino dell’Istituto di Diritto Romano was
founded, together with the Institute, in 1888 by
Vittorio Scialoja . Today the journal is published
by the Institute of Roman Law “Vittorio Scialoja”
with headquarters at the Department of Legal
Sciences of Sapienza - University of Rome. The
journal is oriented to develop the most rigorous
attention to historical-philological aspects in Roman Law studies. The direction of the Bulletin
is collegiate. Although it includes scholars with
different interests and related methodological
options, the basic line of the Bulletin has not
changed, and the historical-philological dimension of the contributions published in it constitutes its main support. The journal is published
annually and maintains an ANVUR type A classification: The publication of articles and scientific
contributions proposed to the Journal observes
the general criteria for the evaluation of scientific research adopted by the Italian University
Authorities.
12/2022
ISBN 9788891327642
Languages: Italian

Paperback, 23 x 21 cm
E-ISSN 2283-3161
E-ISBN 9788891327628
PDF
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Published regularly since 1872, the Bullettino
della Commissione Archeologica Comunale di
Roma, is one of the oldest journals of archaeology. Its main objectives being the rapid documentation with high scientific rigor of archaeological
discoveries made in Rome and in the suburbs,
the acquisition of works of art and artefacts by
the city’s archaeological museums and finally the
protection and restoration of its monuments and
archaeological sites. With a distribution according to the ancient Augustan regiones, the Bullettino Comunale publishes studies and researches
related mainly to the history, epigraphy, art history, objects of the instrumentum domesticum,
numismatics, architecture, urban planning and
topography of ancient Rome, from the protohistoric to the medieval age. The journal has
an anonymous review system and a scientific
committee that guarantees the quality of the
published articles, whose authors include internationally renowned Italian and foreign scholars.
The Bullettino Comunale also publishes a Supplement, now at number 26, dedicated to monographic works. The journal has annual periodicity; it is subject to peer-review and maintains an
ANVUR type A classification.
12/2022

Paperback, 17 x 24 cm

Minima Epigraphica et Papyrologica, 27
ISSN 1128-2134
ISBN 9788891327598
Languages: Italian

Bullettino della Commissione
Archeologica Comunale di Roma.

E-ISBN 9788891327666
PDF

ISBN 9788891327611
Languages: Italian
Hardcover 21 x 29 cm
E-ISBN 9788891327659
PDF

FORTHCOMING JOURNALS

Rivista Storia della Miniatura
26/2022

Rivista di Studi Pompeiani
33/2022

New Journal

12/2022

ANVUR A Series
12/2022

Rivista di Studi Pompeiani, 33

Rivista Storia della Miniatura, 26

ISSN1120-3579
ISBN 9788891327635
Languages: Italian

ISSN1126-4772
ISBN 9788891327680
Languages: Italian; French

Paperback, 22,5 x 28,5 cm
250,00 €

Paperback, 21,5 x 28,5 cm, p. 220
160,00 €

E-ISBN 9788891327697
PDF 250,00 €

E-ISBN 9788891327703
PDF 160,00 €
Medieval Studies, Art History

Hesperìa, 40. Nuova serie
periodica - 4/2022

Studi sulla Grecità di Occidente
History, historiography, archaeology, philosophy and history of religions: these are the areas
of the renewed Hesperìa. Studi sulla grecità in
Occidente. The arduous goal is to continue the
prestigious tradition of studies of the journal,
founded in 1990 by Lorenzo Braccesi, taking
advantage of the innovative tools that characterize today’s ancient world study disciplines. The
investigation of figures related to Greekness in
the West, the identification of Eastern presences in the Western regions through epigraphic
evidence and the archaeological contexts in the
area of Gulf of Taranto in the perspective of cultural interaction will be discussed in the first issue
of the new series.
12 / 2022
Hesperìa, 40
ISSN 1126-7658
ISBN 9788891327727
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm
E-ISBN 9788891327758
E-ISSN 2283-7533
PDF
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FORTHCOMING JOURNALS

Quaderni di Archeologia della
Libya. n. 24, n.s. IV

Quaderni dell’Istituto di Storia
dell’Architettura. n.s. 75, 2022

12 / 2022

Journal founded in 1953 and edited by the Department of History, Design and Restoration of
Architecture - Sapienza University of Rome. The
journal has a semiannual periodicity and it is subject to peer-review and it holds a class A classification of ANVUR.

Quaderni di Archeologia della Libya, 24
Languages: Italian, Arabian
Paperback, 21,5 x 28 cm
E-ISSN 2283-6926
PDF

12/2022
ISSN 0485-4152
ISBN: 9788891323798
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 22 x 32 cm, 124 p.
140,00 €
E-ISSN 2532-4470
E-ISBN 978-88-913-2388-0
PDF 140,00
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Archeologia Classica.
2022 vol. 73, n.s. II, 12
10/2022
ISSN 0391-8165
ISBN 978-88-913-2733-8
Languages: Italian
Paperback 17 x 24, 706 p ill. bn e colore
E-ISSN 2240-7839
E-ISBN 9788891327352
PDF

FORTHCOMING JOURNALS

Bollettino d’Arte 50
aprile-giugno 2021

Angelo Bottini, Metaponto e gli Italici: i marmi
di Garaguso; Costantino Ceccanti, Giambologna
architetto; Barbara Agosti, Su un possibile soggiorno di Federico Barocci nella Roma di papa
Gregorio XIII; Luca Baroni, Federico Barocci in
Portogallo (con un ricordo di Rudolf Heinerich
Krommes); Antonella Pampalone, Il contratto del
1615 di Giovanni Lanfranco per la pala di Leonessa e precisazioni su un dipinto da restituire
a Francesco Cozza; Francesco Gatta, Da Roma
all’Europa: novità sui paesaggi di Domenichino
e Giovanni Battista Viola nel pontificato Ludovisi
e una sorpresa per Carlo Maratti pittore e collezionista; In breve Giuseppe Porzio, Alle origini del
naturalismo meridionale. Un contributo per Loys
Croys e gli esordi di Carlo Sellitto.
10/2022
ISSN 0394-4573
ISBN 9788891327314
Languages: Italian
Paperback 22,5 x 28,5 cm

Entrando in Città.
Atti del Congresso
Roma, Palazzo Massimo alle
Terme, 25 - 26 marzo 2022

Atlante tematico di topografia antica
33-2023
Stefania Quilici Gigli, Lorenzo Quilici (Eds.)
In the spirit of the Thematic Atlas of Ancient Topography, which over the years has promoted an
interest in new topics or a different approach to
subjects with a long tradition of study, the “Entering the City” conference intended to involve
the speakers in a free choice of the theme to be
addressed, in order to address issues and arguments that, from their point of view regarding
the study of cities, seen by those who enter or
entered them, have been little discussed so far,
or which deserved different insights.
Thus, the volume encompasses studies that reflect experiences, lines of research, different approaches: these constitute the wealth of ideas
and results that the conference encouraged.

Codex. Vol. 4, 2023

Giornale romanistico di studi giuridici,
politici e sociali
10 / 2023
Codex. Giornale romanistico di studi giuridici,
politici e sociali, 4
ISSN: 2724-2110
Languages: Multilingual
Paperback, 15 x 21 cm, p. 274
PDF
Roman Law

01/2023
Atlante tematico di topografia antica, 33
ISSN 2036-3834
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 21 x 26 cm
E-ISSN 2283-6357
PDF
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NEW SERIES

2 VERSIONE PER IL
PIATTO

Ecclesiae Urbis

Collana di volumi monografici
sulle chiese di Roma
The Ecclesiae Urbis Series aims to
publish monographs regarding the
Churches of Rome, with specific
attention to their historical, artistic
and religious values. By involving
specialists and young researchers,
the volumes intend both to bring
less investigated monumental
complexes to our attention and to
propose new analyses of famous
buildings, revealing new aspects of

their history. The monographs intend to analyse the buildings from
their origins to the present day,
also with reference to conservation
and restoration events, with constant attention to their relationship
with the city, both in an urban and
more distinctly cultural sense, the
latter inevitably centred around
the status of Centre of Christianity
that Rome enjoys.

Comitato Editoriale
ENTE PROMOTORE
Vicariato di Roma - Opera Romana Pellegrinaggi
DIREZIONE
Mario Bevilacqua
COMITATO SCIENTIFICO
Ottavio Bucarelli - Giovanna Capitelli - Manuela
Gianandrea - Barbara Jatta - Susanne KuberskyPiredda - Lucia Simonato - Saverio Sturm - Marisa
Tabarrini - Alessandro Zuccari

ecclesiae
URBIS

Santa Maria in Campo
Marzio

Santi Vincenzo e
Anastasio a Trevi

Marco Coppolaro (Ed.)

Vittoria Brunetti, Marco
Coppolaro (Edd.)

Dalle origini orientali alla
Procura del Patriarcato di
Antiochia dei Siri
New Series. Revised Edition
Available 12/2022
Ecclesiae Urbis, 1
ISBN 9788891327239
Languages: Italian

Una chiesa romana tra papato
e glorie francesi

Available 06/2023
Ecclesiae Urbis, 2
ISBN 9788891327215
Languages: Italian

COORDINAMENTO
Marco Coppolaro

Paperback, 20 x 24 cm, p. 228
Individuals € 40,00
Institutions € 115,00

Paperback, 20 x 24 cm
Individuals € 40,00
Institutions € 115,00

COMITATO REDAZIONALE
Vittoria Brunetti - Irene Caracciolo - Francesco
Spina - Emanuele Gambuti

E-ISBN 9788891327284
PDF Individuals 32,00 €
PDF Institutions 92,00 €

E-ISBN 9788891327253
PDF Individuals 32,00 €
PDF Institutions 92,00 €

Forthcoming
Series
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NEW SERIES

L’Erma - Letteratura cinese
Le opere dei migliori e più quotati autori del momento per
comprendere aspetti del complesso panorama attuale del
Paese.

Forthcoming
Series

COLORATURE

I MANGIATORI DI ANGURIA

L’Erma - Letteratura cinese, 1

L’Erma - Letteratura cinese, 2

(Titolo originale Huaqiang)

Autore: Li Er
Prima editizione cinese 2002.
Traduzione di Patrizia Liberati

Nulla è come sembra e tutto potrebbe essere accaduto. Attraverso la ricerca della “verità storica” sulla morte del poeta
rivoluzionario Ge Ren, supportata da testimonianze fittizie e
documenti inventati prodotti in tre momenti storici diversi (prima del 1949 anno della fondazione della Nuova Cina, durante
la Rivoluzione Culturale e nel 2000), l’autore esprime con lucidità e passione le sue opinioni sulla manipolazione e sulla
soggettività della Storia.

(Titolo originale Chigua shidai de ernümen)

Autore: Liu Zhenyun
Prima editizione cinese 2017.
Traduzione di Patrizia Liberati

Una feroce ed esilarante satira dei costumi ambientata nella
Cina di provincia. Le dinamiche sociali di un Paese in cui la
classe contadina ormai senza terra si costruisce nuovi ruoli al
fianco di piccoli funzionari corrotti, assetati di potere e avidi
di denaro, che si illudono di condurre il gioco.

Con oltre 100.000 copie vendute in Cina

Con oltre 900.000 copie vendute in Cina

COLORATURA University of Oklahoma Press (2019)
LE JEU DE PLUS FIN Philippe Picquier (2014)
KOLORATUR Klett-Cotta Verlag (2009)
Anche traduzione coreana pubblicata e traduzione spagnola
in fase di pubblicazione.

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS Cambria Press (2019)
UN PARFUM DE CORRUPTION Gallimard (2020)
BARN AV SIN TID (svedese) Bokforlaget Wan Zhi (2019)
LA ERA DE LOS EMBUSTEROS Siglo XX Editores (2020)
KDOPAK SE BAVI (ceco) Odeon (2019)
Anche tradotto in russo, arabo, giapponese e coreano.

ISBN 9788891327369
Languages: Italian

ISBN 9788891327512
Languages: Italian

Paperback, 12,5 x 19,5 cm, 494 p.
25,00 €

Paperback, 12,5 x 19,5 cm

E-ISBN 9788891327383
PDF 25,00 €

E-ISBN 9788891327536
PDF
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NEW SERIES

Italia
Musei da scoprire

Forthcoming
Series
Italia. Musei da scoprire.

Italia. Musei da scoprire.

Italia. Musei da scoprire.

Emanuela Daffrà, Federica Cane (Edd.)

Luana Toniolo (Ed.)

Federica Zalabra (Ed.)

Italia. Musei da scoprire, 1

Italia musei da scoprire, 2

Italia musei da scoprire, 3

ISBN 9788891327055
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 14 x 24 cm, p. 126

ISBN 9788891327017
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 14 x 24 cm, p. 186

ISBN 9788891327413
Languages: Italian
Paperback, 14 x 24 cm, p. 128

E-ISBN 9788891327086
PDF

E-ISBN 9788891327062
PDF

E-ISBN 9788891327444
PDF

Among the many functions of the Directorate-general for Museums in the
Italian Ministry of Culture stands the
enhancement of artistic and archaeological collections kept in State museums
together with cultural institutions and
places, such as museums themselves,
monumental complexes and archaeological areas and parks. According to
the national law about cultural heritage,
contained in the Codice dei beni culturali e del paesaggio (in English ‘Code
of Cultural Heritage and Landscape’, in
the legislative Decree no. 42, 22 January 2004), “enhancement consists in the
exercise of the functions and in the regulation of the activities aimed at promoting knowledge of the cultural heritage
and at ensuring the best conditions for
the utilization and public enjoyment of
the same heritage. Enhancement also
includes the promotion and the support
of conservation work on the cultural heritage” (article 6, paragraph 1).

The cultural heritage enhancement, so,
goes firstly through the promotion of
its knowledge, in view of public enjoyment. Nowadays, digital technologies
allow a constant and even immediate
relationship with museums and archaeological sites, thanks to websites and
social media broadcasting hundreds
of images and videos at the same moment, coming both from institutions
themselves and from visitors, who want
to share their own visit experience.
However, an in depth-view is also needed in order to provide a quality vision of
our outstanding collections and monuments, at visual and at a content level
as well: this is why the Directorate-general I am in charge for, responsible for
the making and the management of the
national museum system, has started
editing the book collection Musei da
scoprire, a series where every issue is
dedicated to a different Italian region
with its State museums and archaeo-

logical areas besides the largest and
autonomous ones.
These books aim to highlight the beauty
of minor sites – often really little known
by the great public – full of artworks,
objects and tools, coming from different
ages, each of them having an important
story to tell: the history of a still young
nation – Italy – that grew up in separate
regions and provinces, whose uniqueness lays just in the difference and variety which characterize its territory making it so rich in art and culture. Musei
da scoprire is conceived as a journey in
pictures and words through our amazing
Country, that readers can enjoy starting
from the pages of the first volume dedicated to Lombardia, in the very North
of Italy.

Lombardia
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Sardegna

Abruzzo

Enjoy your reading and journey,
though!

NEW SERIES

Scriptores Ivris Romani
Roman
Law
History

The goal the project intends to reach is to create the basis – in texts and interpretation - for a new approach
to the remains of the ancient Roman jurists
What we suggest is an up-to-date paradigm in considering the most important part of Roman law: the
Justinian Digesta, and other juridical Late antique anthologies. A change of perspective of great impact
not only for the scholars in Antiquity, but also for an educated audience, interested in law and history - an historiographic model that will overturn current outlooks, making way for a renovating view, useful both for legal and historical studies. No more the institutes, the norms and the rules of Roman Law
– in the misleading form of the Code - but the effective legal thinking of ancient authors, the iuris prudentes. Our aim is to focus the attention on their thought in the context of the time they belonged to.
The achievement of the objective will be carried out through a reconstruction, and annotated edition, in several volumes, of the writings of jurists handed down in the Digesta and in other anthologies: an undertaking
that has never been attempted. We will proceed by author and by work. A collection, entitled Scriptores iuris
Romani will gather the reconstructed texts. Each volume will consist of four parts: ‘Introduction’, dedicated to
the jurist considered and to his work(s); ‘Fragmenta’ and ‘Testimonia’ (in Latin or Greek); ‘Italian translation’;
‘commentary’). This edition will be progressive and will cover the entire period of the project (five years).
With regard to the choice of jurists to be edited, we will proceed by dealing with multiple authors and types
of texts.
The Principal Investigator is Aldo SchiAvone - ‘Sapienza’ Università di Roma
The Senior Staff is composed by: oliviero diliberto - ‘Sapienza’ Università di Roma, AndreA di Porto - ‘Sapienza’
Università di Roma, vAlerio MArottA - Università di Pavia, FArA nASti - Università di Cassino e del Lazio Meridionale,
eMAnuele StolFi - Università di Siena
ERC, Advanced Grant 2014, begun on 1.12.2015. Host Institution: Dipartimento di Scienze Giuridiche,
‘Sapienza’ Università di Roma, Italy
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